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Geology, Paleontology and Biostratigraphy of Western Kansas 
Articles in Honor of M. V. Walker 
Professor Emeritus of Geology 
Fort Hays State University 
1903-1985 
This volume is dedicated to Myrl V. Walker: teacher, naturalist, scientist, 
fossil hunter, and friend. He touched our lives and made them richer. 
Michael E. Nelson, Editor 
MYRL V. WALKER, 1903-1985 
Katherine Rogers 
Department of Communication (Emeritus) 
Fort Hays State University 
Hays, KS 67601-4099 
Myrl V. Walker was born in Rice County, Kansas, March 20, 1903, and 
died in Hays, May 23, 1985. Between those dates lies a full lifespan of a 
teacher, naturalist, scientist, scholar and researcher, fossil hunter, kindly 
and loving husband and father, and a "bridge builder" for youth and 
fellow citizens. 
Myrl was blessed with an insatiable curiosity about life and the en-
vironment in which life exists. His career reflects his unceasing efforts to 
better understand the mysteries of ancient life, the formation of the earth, 
and the need for preserving the natural beauties and treasures of the en-
vironment. 
As a child of six, while traveling with parents and grandparents 
through Montana, he was at the Custer massacre site and wondered what 
kind of man George Custer was and how he lived. He also pondered about 
the lives of Custer's adversaries-the Sioux Indians. 
A few years later, as a high school student, he was introduced to the 
wonders of the environment through the teachings of his high school prin-
cipal, once described by Walker as "somewhat of a rockhound and 
historian." On field trips "we crossed and recrossed, time and again, what 
was pointed out as ruts along the Fort Dodge to Fort Supply (Oklahoma 
Trail; a trail that was once almost an interstate due to the hundreds of 
wagons, hundreds of horses, and hundreds of Cavalrymen going to and 
returning from repeated attempts to force the war-like Indians onto their 
reservations.") 
Walker's interest in Custer and the Indians persisted, and many years 
later, while doing some research at Yale, he uncovered some original cor-
respondence concerning Custers' life through which he was able to 
prepare a fascinating program on Custer, the man. 
Walker began his college educucation at Southwestern College, but 
transferred to Fort Hays in 1923. On a geology field trip under the leader-
ship of Dr. L.D. Wooster he met George F. Sternberg, a fossil hunter who 
had a laboratory and headquarters at Oakley. Walker and Sternberg im-
mediately became friends and when Sternberg accepted a position at Fort 
Hays State in 1927, Walker assisted him in making the move. 
By this time, Walker had earned his Bachelor of Science Degree at Fort 
Hays Kansas State College and was teaching science classes for the ailing 
Dr. Wooster. When that employment ended, he began teaching science in 
high schools, but spent his vacations on fossil hunts with Sternberg in 
Wyoming, South Dakota, and western Nebraska. 
He married his college sweetheart, Wilda Opdycke, in 1930 and took 
the next year out to earn his Master of Arts Degree from the University of 
Kansas. The couple had one daughter, Margaret (Riggs). 
When the great depression forced museums to curtail their purchases in 
1933, Walker wrote to the National Park Service inquiring about a 
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ranger-naturalist position and received an offer to lecture that summer in 
the newly opened Petrified Forest Museum. He took a Civil Service ex-
amination for a position in the National Park Service, made the highest 
grade of any applicant, and received permanent appointment at Petrified 
Forest as a Junior Park Naturalist in October, 1934. 
He spent the next four years there, then transferred to Zion and Bryce 
Canyon National Parks and later to Crater Lake, Glacier, Yosemite, and 
by 1947, was back at Zion and Bryce Canyon. At the latter assignment he 
also was in charge of Capitol Reef and Timpanogos Cave in Utah and 
Lehman Caves in Nevada. He attained the rank of Chief Park Naturalist. 
He requested "Deferred Retirement Option" and resigned from the Park 
Service in 1955. During this tenure with the Service his expertise was fre-
quently sought by government agencies and he was often called into con-
sultation by major museums throughout the country. He was instrumen-
tal in the planning of Dinosaur National Monument and his opinions were 
highly valued by those in authority on the project. 
Walker returned to Hays in 1955 to join the Fort Hays State College 
faculty as an Assistant Professor, Chairman of the Department of Geology 
and Director of the Museum (later named the Sternberg Memorial 
Museum). 
He continued his close association with George Sternberg; the collector 
remained active as Museum Curator until his retirement in 1961. In the 
1960's Walker began working on plans for an expanded and remodeled 
museum as the College planned to construct a new library and reallocate 
the entire first floor of McCartney to the Museum. It was not until 1970 
that this dream was realized. 
Walker took sabbatical leave in the fall of 1965 and spent the time at 
Yale University, completing research and studying specimens in the 
museums. He also made a comprehensive study of the Sternberg family, 
tracing lineages back to the family immigration to America in 1710. From 
this period of research he prepared lectures on Custer and Sternberg and 
their roles in Kansas history. 
Walker was thorough, meticulous and systematic. He excelled in 
everything he set out to do. He was regarded by his students as an ex-
cellent teacher. He was in demand as a speaker for civic groups and 
schools, showing slides and lecturing on the national parks, fossils, the 
museum, or on Custer or Sternberg. 
He wrote frequently for scientific publications, carried on extensive 
correspondence with scientists throughout the world, and maintained 
serious interest in the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, Kansas Academy of Science, Society of Vertebrate Paleontology, 
and similar organizations. He was a longtime member of Lions Club, Phi 
Kapa Phi, National Geographic Society, National Education Association, 
Delta Epsilon, and the United Methodist Church. 
Walker was modest and unassuming and at his death his minister said 
of him, "He caressed the world of nature until it became to him a 
cathedral of wonder, a world of spectacular grandeur for him to explore." 
As he explored it, frequently accompanied by a group of students or 
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friends, he never wearied of seeking, studying, and calling attention to 
the beauties and wonders of nature. 
One of his favorite poems was "The Bridge Builder," which concerns an 
old man, crossing a deep chasm, then stopping to build a bridge to span 
the tide. When questioned about his reasoning, the builder answers: 
"Good Friend, in the way I've come," he said 
"There followeth after me today 
A youth whose feet must pass this way. 
This stream, that has been as naught to me, 
To the fair-haired youth might a pitfall be. 
He too, must cross in the twilight dim. 
Good Friend, I am building this bridge for him." 
--author unknown 
Myrl Walker was dedicated to building bridges to link the rocks, 
oceans, and fossils of an ancient world to today and to help youth under-
stand and appreciate the chasm he was spanning. 
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RUDISTS AS HISTORIANS: 
SMOKY HILL MEMBER OF NIOBRARA 
CHALK (UPPER CRETACEOUS) OF KANSAS 
Donald E. Hatt.in 
Department of Geology 
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405 
ABSTRACT 
Remains of Smoky Hill rudists yield a wide spectrum of data relating to 
growth attitude, nature of substrate, causes of death, and post-mortem 
events. Well-preserved skeletal remains of these organisms occur mainly 
in the lower half of the Smoky Hill Member, and are most common in a 
highly fossiliferous interval that lies approximately 23 m above the base of 
a recently established reference section. Early records of Great Plains ex-
plorations suggest that extensive collecting accounts in part for low ap-
parent specimen density. Among the many Durania specimens examined 
during this study, including numerous nearly intact lower valves, few 
have closely similar morphology. Specimens are solitary or compound, 
thin walled to thick walled, tall-conical to short-discoidal, symmetrical to 
highly asymmetrical in lateral aspect, and have little to extreme lateral 
expansion of last-formed parts of the valve wall. Wide morphological 
variability manifests adaptation to unstable substrates, and compensation 
for gradual tilting or abrupt toppling of some specimens as adult size was 
approached. Distribution of epizoans, particularly oysters, permits assess-
ment of specimen orientation during life and after death , especially by 
defining sediment-water interfaces. Epizoan distribution also furnishes 
evidence of pre-burial fragmentation of Smoky Hill rudists. Texture and 
structure of enclosing chalky sediments are consistent with a low-energy 
depositional environment, so wave or current damage is unlikely. Pre-= 
burial fragmentation of some specimens, fragments oriented contrary to 
normal gravitational settling, overturned specimens, and possible tooth 
and bite marks combine to suggest that large vertebrates left in their wake 
the wreckage of extensive predation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Early literature on the Smoky Hill Member suggests that the remains of 
rudists were once scattered in abundance across the chalk badlands of 
western Kansas. Of that area one eminent paleontologist wrote "large and 
perfect specimens of haploscaphas and rudistes, etc. can be obtained 
literally by the wagonload" (Williston, 1893). In fact, rudists were so 
common in lower beds of the Smoky Hill chalk that Williston (1897) 
coined for them the name "Rudistes Beds" (Fig. 1). Today, a several-hour 
search of the Smoky Hill outcrop might produce a few rudist fragments, 
but only if the seeker was in an appropriate part of the section. The ap-
parent change in specimen density during the past 90 years suggests that 
extensive collecting has reduced the exposed crop of specimens to its pre-
sent low level. 
The present study is based on specimens collected by me, plus 
specimens in the University of Kansas, U.S. National Museum, Los 
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1897 1959 STAGE 
WILLISTON JEWETT 
Fort Pierre beds Pierre Shale Campanian 
C Hesperornis 0 ~ 
"8~ beds· ni Smoky Hill <13 .c Santoni an cu ~ii (.) Chalk Member ..a (I) Rudistes <13 
0 a: beds cu z ..a 
0 Coniacian Fort Hays beds z Fort Hays Ls. Mbr. 
Carlile Shale Turonian Benton Greenhorn Ls. 
Graneros Shale 
Cenomanian 
( not mentioned) Dakota Formation 
Figure 1. Stratigraphic nomenclature of Niobrara Chalk according to Williston (1893) and 
Jewett (1959). 
Angeles County Museum of Natural History, and Fort Hays Kansas State 
University. Expectably, the largest and finest collection is in the Sternberg 
Museum at Hays, Kansas. Unfortunately, many of the museum specimens 
lack adequate locality data, and may be from localities additional to those 
indicated here. Despite wide geographic extent of exposed Smoky Hill 
strata (approximately 895 square miles according to Dale Russell, written 
comm., 1986), specimens have been reported from a rather limited 
geographic area (Fig. 2). In fact, two of the localities marked in Figure 2 
r -- -~ - ---:r-- -jGRAHAM. ... r :::.-_R_C?9.~f:::•J ::-.:·/~~--~ 
1 10 0 40Miles .·. :; ·:: _: : -··.:··=-·.: ·· "••·· ( ' · •-·:. I 
: I -+I I -::.-:,·.\i/-\:i I J I 
I - I - __ J .. ,::?· :· }--- l--R'L T7 I i 7~SNM --- -
I Hamilton ( rl .t.FHKSU OKLJ, Stewart 
• Hatt in 
Figure 2. Map of Niobrara outcrop (stippled) in western Kansas, showing localities known 
to have yielded rudist specimens. 
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are for specimens collected from the Fort Hays Member of the Niobrara 
rather than from Smoky Hill beds. My stratigraphic investigation of the 
Niobrara documents a sequence of twenty-three readily recognizable 
marker beds that can be used for precise correlation of Smoky Hill strata 
(Battin, 1982). Such markers include single or grouped bentonite seams, 
bioturbated chalk beds, shelly intervals, organic-rich beds, or some com-
bination of such units. In Figure 3 the known distribution of Smoky Hill 
rudists is plotted with respect to these marker units. Specimens collected 
by me and by J.D. Stewart are the only ones for which fairly precise 
stratigraphic data are available. Only three specimens are known to have 
been collected from above Marker Unit 10, and two of the three are from 
somewhat questionable stratigraphic positions. All specimens are assigned 
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Figure 3. Stratigraphic distribution of rudists in Smoky Hill Member of western Kansas. 
Numbers at left indicate marker units of Battin (1982). 
PALEOECOLOGY 
Smoky Hill rudists range widely in size, shape, and wall thickness. Most 
of the studied specimens are solitary, but a few are joined firmly together 
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in clusters, and the type specimens are "adult forms united by their entire 
lengths" (Logan, 1898). Some are preserved in-the-round; others have 
been greatly deformed and even broken by compaction. Morphology of 
the lower valve and distribution of epizoans are useful clues for defining 
events that occurred during life as well as after death of these interesting 
bivalves. 
Considering the morphology of Radiolitidae in general, one of the most 
expectable growth forms is that of the simple cone (Fig. 4a), which in 
later life developed into a tall cylindrical form. Presumably, rudists hav-
ing this form supported themselves on the chalk-forming muddy substrate 
by displacing enough sediment to maintain an upright position. Skelton 
(1979) notes that all rudists had an encrusting juvenile stage. Up to now, I 
have located no lower valve of a Smoky Hill rudist that preserves its apex, 
so the nature of possible juvenile attachment cannot be assessed. Accor-
ding to Logan ( 1898) one of the type specimens has three small specimens 
attached to the upper part of the lower valve, but this cannot be con-
firmed because the types have been lost. Skelton (1979) also suggests that 
tall cylindrical forms, for which he uses the name "elevators", grew 
upright on soft marly to lime-muddy substrates in low-energy en-
vironments, and stood well above the sediment-water interface. In con-
trast, most cylindrical Smoky Hill specimens seem to have been largely 
buried in mud. The broken specimen illustrated in Figure 4b is a large 
cylindrical lower valve in which the long axis is curved owing to gradual 
tilting and settling in bottom mud during growth. Tilting is expressed also 
by external rugosity, which is evident along the external profile of the 
valve. 
At the opposite extreme from conical juveniles are discoidal forms (Fig. 
4c). Such a form reflects obvious attempt by the rudist to cope with life on 
a watery or oozy substrate (Hattin, 1986), and has been termed snowshoe 
adaptation by Thayer (1975). Lopsided discoidal specimens (Fig. 4d) also 
reflect adaptation to soft substrates. As a discoidal specimen (Fig. 4d) 
grew larger, any imbalance initiated sinking on one margin. To prevent 
submergence, the mantle built up a greater-than-normal thickness of 
vesicular wall, which acted as a flotation device that buoyed up the sink-
ing margin. The specimen illustrated in Figure 4d has an upper surface 
that preserves evidence of shrinking growth area (Fig. 4e), suggesting 
mantle retreat from the original valve margin as the sinking edge became 
partly buried. Durania maxima has a spongy shell structure, which im-
parted to the lower valve a high degree of bouyancy because of the high 
volume-to-density ratio (Fig. 5). Some authors (e.g. Kauffman and Sohl, 
197 4) have suggested that at least some of the cells may have been filled 
with fluid to provide stabilizing mass. I contend that in Smoky Hill 
Durania the cells were entirely empty, and that skeletal architecture that 
provided maximum buoyancy was essential to survival on unstable 
substrates. Amongst lopsided specimens, an extreme growth form that 
resulted from toppling is evident in the specimen shown in Figure 6. On 
this specimen the sediment-water interface is marked plainly by the lower 
limit of encrusting oysters, below which the rudist valve is devoid of epi-
zoans. In this specimen, the downwardly facing valve wall is 10 to 12 cm 
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Figure 4. Conical and discoidal specimens of Durania maxima (Logan). (4a) Lateral view 
of small specimen with conical shape, X 0.5 , KU154028; (4b) Lateral view of a large cylin-
drical specimen in whichgrowth axis shifted to compensate for tilting. Exterior rugosity (left) , 
constructed to stabilize specimen, is evidence that specimen stood largely buried in mud, X 
0.5, KU108439; (4c) Lateral view of small discoidal specimen ti.lat expresses snowshoe adap-
8 
tation to very soft substrate, X 0.5, KU150390; (4d) Lateral view of discoidal specimen that 
developed lopsided shape as left-hand margin sank into mud. Pattern of growth lines on up-
per surface (arrows) signifies gradual retraction of mantle, X 0.6, KU221713. 
Figure 5. Photomicrograph of thin section, lower valve of Smoky Hill Durania, showing 
very large proportion of void space relative to solid part of skeleton, X 50. 
Figure 6. Lateral view of large asymmetrical Durania that was recumbent on the sea floor. 
Sediment-water interface marked clearly by lower limit of encrusting oyster occurrence. 
Downfacing part of valve is much thicker than upfacing part, signifying development of 
bouyant architecture to prevent premature burial, X 0.35, FHKSU13820-2. 
thick, whereas the upwardly facing valve is less than one cm thick. Vastly 
greater thickness of the downwardly facing valve accords with my con-
tention that massive buildup of vesicular skeletal material was a measure 
intended to prevent the rudist from becoming submerged in sea-bottom 
muds. 
Probable growth sequences involving conical, cylindrical, discoidal 
9 
and lopsided specimens are depicted in Figure 7. Shifts of growth direc-
tion , lopsided distribution of wall thickness, and distribution of epizoans 
all suggest that the substrate was, in fact, watery or oozy (Hattin, 1986) 
sediment on which sustained life was possible only for organisms that 
could build shells with configurations that slowed or halted sinking as 
growth proceeded. 




- ~ ~;sided 
J}? discoid 
Figure 7. Growth sequences, cylindrical and discoidal forms of Durania maxima. Adult 
discoidal forms include both symmetrical and lopsided specimens. Adult cylindrical forms in-
clude both symmetrical (erect) and asymmetrical (recumbent) specimens. Dashed lines repre-
sent probable positions of sediment-water interface. 
Yet another growth sequence involved forms in which juveniles had a 
biconvex, bun-like lower valve that apparently developed into large 
bowl-shaped adults having a thick wall (Fig. 8a, b). Such bowl-shaped 
specimens represent a third extreme of growth form in adults, which 
owed their success to the so-called iceberg adaptation (Thayer, 1975). The 
organism simply grew upward and outward, displacing sediment and 
developing sufficient external rugosity and internal vesicularity to main-
tain freeboard and stability with respect to the muddy substrate. I 
disbelieve that these bowl-like forms were elevated well above the sea 
floor; rather, they stood upright, mostly buried in mud. This interpreta-
tion is evinced by the mophology of a large asymmetric bowl-shaped form 
in the Sternberg Museum collection (Fig. 9). During growth, this rudist 
began to lean towards the right (as illustrated), and the mantle was ex-
tended in that direction so as to create a large, bouyant, eccentric shell 
mass that helped to regain or maintain balance. The highly irregular 
outer margin, seen at top right of Figure 9, marks successive sediment-
water interfaces that were produced near the top of the sinking, mostly 
buried shell. The probable growth sequence of bun-like forms is depicted 
in Figure l O. 
Specimens growing in close proximity commonly became intergrown, 
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Figure 8. Bowl-shaped specimens. (8a) Lateral view of small, bunlike form, X 0.5 , 
FHKSU4094-2; (8b) Same as 8a, view of lower surface, X 0.5. Note abundance of epizoic 
Pseudopema congesta; (8c) Large, thick-walled , bowl-like form , X 0.4 , FHKSU13820-1. 
and formed clusters that have been called bouquets (Philip , 1970). 
Uniformity of shell-wall thickness suggests that during life these 
specimens stood upright, supported only by very soft surrounding mud. 
During compaction, the bouquets were rotated to the horizontal, and 
11 
Figure 9. Large bowl-like Durania with irregular extension that suggests buildup of wall to 
prevent tilting. Ragged outer surface (far right) marks successive positions of sediment-water 
interface, X 0.4 , FHKSU10820-l. 
--~--





Figure 10. Growth sequences, bun-like discoids to bowl-like forms. 
ultimately smashed flat (Fig. 11). The basic attributes of short, broad and 
tall, conical bouquets are summarized in Figure 12. 
Smoky Hill rocks contain a dramatic record of post-depositional com-
paction, which is evinced by flattened bivalves, flattened molds of am-
monites, crushed foraminifer tests, distorted deposit-feeder burrows, 
fusiform cross sectional shapes of fecal pellets, and draping of elongate 
grains around foram tests (Hattin, 1981). To a certain extent, rudists also 
preserve a record of compaction in the chalk-forming muds. The large, 
asymmetrical specimen illustrated as Figure 6 has a thick, downfacing 
wall that is undistorted by compaction, but the much thinner upward-
12 
Figure 11. Cluster of three large cylindrical specimens that were flattened by compaction 
after burial, X 0.33, FHKSU4092. 
facing wall has been broken from the valve and collapsed into the mantle-
shell cavity (Fig. 13). The extent of structural collapse that occurred in 
some Smoky Hill rudists is evident in thin sections (Fig. 14), which show 
how adjacent plates were broken and squeezed together during compac-
tion. The blocky calcite spar that fills partially collapsed cells is 
undeformed, so filling of the voids occurred after compaction, i.e., dur-
ing burial diagenesis. 
Changes in rudist growth direction did not always take place in 






Figure 12. Basic architechure of clustered Durania specimens. Dashed lines denote position 
of sediment-water interface. 
Figure 13. Large recumbent Durania showing upfacing wall collapsed into mantle-shell 
cavity. Same specimen as Figure 6, X 0.435, FHKSU13820-2. 
14 
Figure 14. Photomicrograph of thin section, lower valve of Smoky Hill Durania, showing 
collapse of vesicular wall resulting from compaction, X 50. 
Sternberg Museum collection preserves an abrupt, rather than gradual, 
change of growth direction (Fig. 15). Such specimens suggest the se-
quence of events depicted in Figure 16. 
Figure 15. Specimen of Durania showing effect of abrupt sinking into unstable substrate. 
Axis of growth shifts abruptly at angle marked by arrow, X 0.75, FHKSU4093. 
We have already seen how epizoic oysters marked the sediment-water 
interface on exterior surfaces of some living rudists (Fig. 16). Such oysters 
also mark the sediment-water interface within the mantle-shell cavity of 
rudists that remained only partially filled with mud for some time after 
death (Fig. 17 a). Some rudists are heavily oyster-encrusted on originally 
downward-facing surfaces (Fig. 8b). The possibility that these oysters 
15 
Figure 16. Growth sequence for small discoidal specimen (a) in which sudden tilting (b) 
resulted in abrupt change of growth direction (c). Figure 16c is based on FHKSU4093. 
could have colonized the undersides of the living sessile bivalves is dis-
counted by occurrence of large rudist specimens that are totally devoid of 
epizoans on down-facing surfaces (Fig. 17b). Because the Smoky Hill 
member is largely lacking in evidence of waves or strong currents that af-
fected the sea floor, specimens like that shown as Figure 8b must have 
been overturned by other forces. Fragmentation of some rudists before 
burial is demonstrated by a large, cylindrical specimen (Fig. 18a) in 
which a broken wall surface is heavily encrusted by oysters. Although the 
Smoky Hill rudists were lightly constructed, the lower valve was probably 
much too strong to simply fall apart before burial. Some Durania valves 
were bored by acrothoracican cirripeds, and may have been weakened 
thereby, but not the specimen illustrated as Figure 18a. An alternative to 
waves, currents or boring is required to account for this sort of valve 
destruction. A valve fragment from another cylindrical individual (Figs. 
18b,c) affords further clues to the puzzle. This rudist broke apart or was 
broken apart before burial. Instead of falling with the exterior surface 
downward, the illustrated fragment fell with the interior surface 
downward, which is certainly contrary to normal expectation. The frag-
ment has an oyster-defined sediment-water interface (Fig. 18b) and 
formed a raised arch (Fig. 18c) such that epizoic oysters could colonize 
both exterior and interior surfaces simultaneously. I suggest that preda-
tion by a large bottom-feeding organism broke this rudist and caused the 
arch-like fragment to fall to the unusual concave-down position. Further 
evidence for predation includes depressions that suggest tooth marks (Fig. 
19a) and, more specifically, alignment of depressions that suggests rows of 
tooth marks. If these depressions were formed by a large predator, then 
we have a ready explanation for fragmentation of large rudists on a sea 
16 
Figure 17. (17a) Cylindrical form in which epizoic oysters define sediment-water interface 
that was produced inside mantle-shell cavity after death by partial filling of valve. External 
flange (arrow) marks sediment-water interface on exterior of valve, X 0.6, FHKSU (un-
numbered); (17b) Undersurface of recumbent, asymmetrical specimen illustrated in Figure 6, 
showing absence of epizoic oysters on portion of valve that was buried in mud, X 0.40, 
FHKSU13820-2. 
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Figure 18. Specimens encrusted by oysters after death. (18a) Large cylindrical specimen on 
which oysters encrusted broken surface of wall before valve was buried, X 0.4, KU108439; 
(18b) fragment of cylindrical specimen that lay partially buried on sea floor , with mantle-
shell cavity facing downward, X 0.8, KU150420. Note sediment-water interface (arrow) 
marked by lower limit of epizoic oysters; (18c) Apertural view of valve fragment in 18b, 
showing how specimen formed an arch that stood above the sea floor , X 0.8. 
18 
Figure 19. Rudists with possible bite marks of large vertebrates. (19a) Fragment of 
19 
discoidal specimen with aligned depressions suggestive of tooth marks, X 0.6, KU221714; 
(19b) Fragment of bowl-shaped or discoidal specimen showing large symmetrical bite-like in-
dentation (arrow) of valve margin, X 0.5 , KU150413; (19c) Fragment of very thin discoidal 
specimen showing small symmetrical bite-like indentation (arrow) of valve margin, X 0. 75 , 
KU150390. 
floor that was disturbed but little by physical forces such as waves or cur-
rents. Additional evidence of predation includes symmetrical indentation 
in the outer wall of a large discoidal rudist (Fig. 19b). This indentation is 
not an artifact of weathering, and could have resulted from attack by a 
large, biting organism that was attempting to dislodge for its meal the 
succulent rudist body that lay inside. The indentation lacks signs of tooth 
marks , thus raising the possibility of predation by turtles. I have watched 
a modern sea turtle happily chewing away on a dinner of crunchy 
echinoids, and point out that similar turtles were common inhabitants of 
the Western Interior Sea, especially during the time of Niobrara deposi-
tion. Smaller, but no less impressive, is a similar bite-like indentation in a 
second discoidal Smoky Hill rudist fragment (Fig. 19c). The foregoing 
evidence for predation is inconclusive, but the likelihood that Smoky Hill 
rudists were broken up by large predators seems greatly reinforced by 
these recent discoveries. 
During deposition of Smoky Hill muds the sea floor supported com-
munities dominated by large inoceramid bivalves which, together with 
conchs of dead ammonites and sparse rudists, were the principal plat-
forms that were colonized by epizoans such as oysters and cirripeds (Fig. 
20). Occasionally, the tranquil benthic scene was transformed to one of 
temporary havoc. Broken, overturned, tooth-marked and bite-marked 
rudists are the wreckage of extensive predation by large predators, 
presumably vertebrates, whose actions seem reasonably well documented 
but whose identity (Fig. 20) must, for the time being, remain shrouded in 
mystery. 
Figure 20. Schematic representation of benthic environment during deposition of lower 
20 
part of Smoky Hill Member, showing typical assemblage of benthic invertebrates and rudists 
broken apart by unknown predator (shadowy form disappearing from scene at left). 
CONCLUSIONS 
l. Durania maxima (Logan) is most common in the lower •half of the 
Smoky Hill Member but apparently ranges through most of that 
unit. 
2. These rudists manifest wide morphological range, including 
specimens that are solitary or compound, thin-walled to thick-
walled, short discoidal to tall conical or bowl-shaped, and sym-
metrical to highly asymmetrical in lateral aspect. 
3. Wide ranging morphology resulted from growth patterns that 
prevented submergence in very soft muddy substrates. 
4. Epizoan distribution aids greatly in determining attitude or condi-
tion of rudist valves during life as well as after death. 
5. Pre-burial fragmentation of rudist valves, fragments oriented con-
trary to expectation, overturned specimens, and possible tooth and 
bite marks suggest that large animals, probably vertebrates, used 
rudists as a source of food. 
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TOPOGRAPHIC AND HYDROLOGIC CRITERIA 
IN THE DELINEATION OF THE SALINE RIVER 
FLOODPLAIN IN ELLIS COUNTY, KANSAS 
by John R. Ratzlaff, Fort Hays State University 
and William H. Heimann* , Fort Hays State University 
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ABSTRACT 
Two interpretations of the Saline River floodplain are illustrated. One 
is based on topographic criteria; the other, extracted from a soil survey, is 
based on hydrologic and pedologic criteria. Recent changes in the 
hydrology of the Saline River invalidate the magnitude-frequency 
analysis of stream discharge and complicate the relation between the 
topographic and hydrologic floodplain. There is general agreement bet-
ween the two floodplain versions, although notable differences, par-
ticularly in detail, exist. The narrow floodplain, in association with other 
characteristics, suggests a recent period of stream entrenchment. 
INTRODUCTION 
Floodplains are among the most ubiquitous and dynamic of fluvial 
features. A comprehensive definition of the term includes characteristics 
of form (topography), nature of the underlying material (sedimentology), 
and frequency of inundation by flood waters (hydrology) (Ritter, 1978, p. 
258; Schmudde, 1968, p. 359). While there is universal agreement concer-
ning the alluvial nature of floodplain sediments, the correspondence bet-
ween the topographic floodplain and the hydrologic floodplain is less cer-
tain. In a seminal study of floodplains conducted nearly 30 years ago, 
Wolman and Leopold illustrate that most topographic floodplains are af-
fected by a discharge whose recurrence interval is between one and two 
years (Wolman and Leopold, 1957, p. 88). However, their conclusion is 
refuted by a recent study which shows that the recurrence intervals 
associated with bankfull discharge of 36 active floodplains in the United 
States range from less than 1.05 to more than 50 years (Williams, 1978, p. 
1151). The concept of bankfull discharge as a condition to distinguish bet-
ween channel-forming and floodplain-forming processes has been ques-
tioned by Chorley and others, who also caution against generalizations 
regarding the magnitude and frequency of discharges which cover the 
floodplain (Chorley, Schumm, and Sugden, 1984, p. 351). The impor-
tance of lateral accretion in floodplain formation also suggests that the 
degree of correspondence between the topographic and hydrologic 
floodplains may be quite variable among different streams. Moreover, 
changes in the complex relationship between precipitation and runoff can 
result from interactions among a wide variety of physical and cultural 
factors. 
The association between soils and landforms and the need for soil 
descriptions to include relevant information regarding the frequency of 
flooding has long been recognized by soil scientists (Soil Survey Staff, 
1951, pp. 155 and 172). Topography is universally recognized as one of 
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the , principal- factors of soil formation. The functional characteristics of 
topography that are important in determining the soil system are shape, 
slope, slope orientation, and the effects of a high water table (Birkeland, 
1984, p. 165). There are obvious interrelationships among slope, 
permeability, surface runoff, and drainage. Thus, soil classification is 
based upon hydrologic as well as pedologic characteristics. 
It has been proposed that soil maps can be used to delineate floodplains 
(Coleman, 1963, p. 614). The relation between soil units and flooding 
under a wide range of conditions was evaluated by Cain and Beatty; they 
conclude that accurate soil maps : are useful aids in the delineation of 
floodplains in rural areas that are not highly developed (Cain and Beatty, 
1968, p. 181). 
OBJECTIVES AND METHODS 
The primary objective of this study is to illustrate the spatial and 
dimensional characteristics of the Saline River floodplain in Ellis County. 
Floodplain configuration, extent, and morphology are examined with 
respect to floodplain development. Two interpretations of the floodplain 
are presented'.: one based on topographic criteria and the other upon 
hydrologic and pedologic criteria., A secondary objective is to examine 
some of the differences between the two floodplain versions. 
Delineation of the topographic floodplain is based upon interpretation 
of aerial photographs and topogi-aphic maps in conjunction with field 
observations. An Old Delft scanning stereoscope was used to view aerial 
photographs (secured by the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation 
Service) at a scale of 1:20,000. Stereoscopic viewing identified distinctive 
slope breaks, particularly those that mark terrace scarps or valley walls, 
and a variety of planar surfaces at .lower topographic positions within the 
valley. Field observations were used to distinguish among those planar 
surfaces which could not be easily differentiated through stereo viewing. 
Field mapping was also used to check the photo interpretations and to 
achieve consistency in the topographic position:; of planar surfaces. 
Relative height of the surfaces with respect to the active channel at low 
flow was determined in the field with a hand level. 
The distribution of soil types which occur on floodplains along major 
streams was extracted from the Soil Survey of Ellis County, Kansas 
(Glover and others, 1975, map sheets 1-7, 9-14). Five soil types are 
described as occurring on floodplains: Boel fine sandy loam, Munjor san-
dy loam, Wann loam, Inavale loamy sand, and aluvial land, wet. All of 
these soils are subject to frequent flooding or are affected by a high water 
table. The map sheets of the soil survey are compiled on a photobase from 
the same aerial photography which was used in the stereo viewing pro-
cess. Delineation of both versions of the floodplain is illustrated and 
discussed in a subsequent section of this paper. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA 
The Saline River, a tributary of the Kansas River system, begins in 
southwestern Thomas County, about 145 kilometers (km) west of Ellis 
County (see Fig. 1). At the eastern boundary of Ellis County, the drainage 
area is about 3,530 square kilometers (km2). Maximum width of the 
Saline valley in Ellis County is 6.4 km, with flanking slopes and alluvial 
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terraces comprising the· majority of valley surfaces (Ratzlaff, 1982: pp. 
156, 160). 
Figure 1. UPPER SALINE RIVER DRAINAGE 
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Discharge data for the upper Saline River are available from three gag-
ing stations. A station directly north of Wakeeney operated from October 
1955 through September 1966. Discharge was measured at a gaging sta-
tion located 13 km northwest of Wilson from June 1929 through 
September 1963. The gaging station north of Russell (Fig. 1) operated 
from October 1945 through September 1953 and since June 1959. 
Drainage area for the Russell station is 3.890 km2, about 360 km2 larger 
than the area at the eastern end of Ellis County. · 
HYDROLOGY 
Figure 2 is a graph of cumulative annual discharge at the Russell station 
versus cumulative annual precipitation amount measured at Plainville. 
The discharge data, originally published in volume units, have been 
coverted to equivalent linear units (average depth of water if discharge 
volume is spread uniformly over the associated drainage area). Using 
length units to express discharge not only takes drainage area into ac-
count, it also enables easy calculation of the runoff ratio ( discharge divid-
ed by precipitation). The cumulative values are necessarily limited to 
those full calendar years when both discharge and precipitation data are 
available. No specific pattern in the precipitation-discharge relation is in-
dicated by the 1946-52 period because of the short length of record and 
the effect of an unusually wet year in 1951. But the cumulative curve for 
1960-83 illustrates a progressive decline (excepting 1973 and 1974) in the 
runoff ratio. For those 24 years, one-half of the total precipitation occur-
red in the first 8 years. 
Alteration of the hydrology of the upper Saline River is also reflected by 
the frequency of high flows. The magnitude of a 2-year flood at the 
Russell station is 4,000 cubic feet per second (Jordan and Irza, 1975, p. 
29). The metric equivalent is 113 cubic meters per second (ems). During 
the eight years between October 1945 and September 1953, 13 separate 
peak flows exceeded the reference discharge of 113 ems. The frequency of 
peak flows above the reference discharge for each of three 8-year periods 
between 1960 and 1983 are: 1960-67, seven peak flows; 1968-75, two 
peak flows; 1976-1983, one peak flow, which occurred in August 1977. 
The frequency of peak flows of the upper Saline River has declined in 
much the same fashion as overall discharge. The frequency of overbank 
discharge as derived from stream gaging data no longer applies. Conse-
quently, the uncertain correspondence between the topographk 
floodplain and the hydrogeologic floodplain begs the following questions: 
Should the floodplain be restricted to those areas that are inundated every 
few years? Or should the recurrence interval assocated with overbank 
flows be redefined? 
The uncertain relation between the topographic and hydrologic . 
floodplains does not necessarily invalidate the soil map interpretation of 
the floodplain. Soil classification is based upon pedologic, as well as, 
hydrologic characteristics and distinctive pedologic characteristics, as 
palimpsests, would likely persist for some time after the hydrologic system 
had changed. Moreover, major field work for the soil survey was done in 
1961-68 (Gover and others, 1975, inside front cover) a period when high 
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COMPARISON OF FLOODPLAIN MAPS 
The Saline River floodplain is shown on a series of ten maps, Al 
through AlO (following Conclusions section). The heavy, solid line 
represents the channel, the thin, solid line represents the boundary of the 
topographic floodplain, and the thin, dashed line represents the boundary 
of the hydrologic/pedologic floodplain. The dashed line is absent where 
the two floodplain boundaries coincid_e, i.e. , a single (solid) line 
represents the coincident boundary. 
The ten maps are in a west-to-east sequence (Range 20 west through 
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Range 16 west), with each map covering three Congressional sections of 
4.8 km west to east. Except for a small segment at the extreme eastern 
end, all of the floodplain lies in Township 11 south. The bar scale on Al 
also applies to the other maps with the exception of A9, which is shown at 
a smaller scale. Intersections of the section lines and the section numbers 
are noted on the maps. 
Delineation of the soil map floodplain boundary is more detailed than 
the topographic version. There are some large differences between the 
two maps, particularly in the western half of the study area. The soil map 
includes areas of floodplain near the mouths of tributaries, some of which 
more properly belong to the smaller streams rather than to the master 
stream. One example is the shaded portion of Al, which lies outside of the 
topographic boundary. This area represents the confluence area between 
the Saline River and two tributaries. 
The shaded are of A3 is another example of a notable difference bet-
ween the two maps. The Soil Survey maps this area as Roxbury silt loam, 
a soil which occurs on terraces along the major streams and is very rarely 
flooded (Glover and others, 1975, p. 36 and map sheet 9). However, two 
long-term residents of the local area remember this field as being fre-
quently flooded (personal conversation with Ethel Berland, November 
1985, and Warren Vine, January 1986). 
An area identified as floodplain by the soil survey but excluded by the 
topographic interpretation is shaded in A4. Most of this area probably 
should be considered floodplain, based upon the frequency of flooding 
(personal conversation with Warren Vine, January 1986). 
DISCUSSION 
There is considerable variation in the width of the Saline River 
floodplain, particularly in the western half of the study area. For those 
reaches where there is close agreement between the two floodplain ver-
sions, the width of the floodplain ranges from a minimum of 70 m to a 
maximum of 700 m. Average width of the topographic floodplain is 270 m. 
Average width of the floodplain in the western half is 350 m; average 
width of the eastern half is 190 m. It seems odd that the most maturely 
developed channel meanders occur where the floodplain is relatively nar-
row: section 12 of AB and section 36 of AlO. Although the channel shifts 
from one side of its floodplain to the other side in an irregular fashion, it 
does not meander appreciably within its floodplain. The ratio of channel 
length to length of the floodplain centerline is 1.12, which is a quan-
titative index of meandering. 
The presence of floodplain features like oxbow lakes, meander scars, 
and abandoned channel segments would suggest that the low sinuosity of 
the channel resulted from a relatively recent phase of channel shortening. 
The virtual lack of these features in the Saline River floodplain is negative 
evidence for a different interpretation of floodplain development. 
In many places, the floodplain is flanked by an extensive low alluvial 
terrace, which generally lies 3-6 m above adjacent floodplain level 
(Ratzlaff, 1982, p. 160). The characteristics of the channel, floodplain, 
and low terraces are consistent with a hypothesis of a recent phase of 
stream entrenchment (Jordan et al, 1964, p. 10). Radiocarbon and strati-
28 
graphic data indicate several periods of relative stability of the Kansas 
River system during the Holocene (Johnson and Dort, 1986), p. 24). 
Phases of alluviation or stream entrenchment between these stable periods 
are logical inferences. Radiocarbon dating of buried paleosols in the Cen-
tral Plains suggest that an episode of stream entrenchment began about 
1000-800 years BP and left previously alluviated surfaces as low terraces 
(Johnson, Sorenson, and Dort, 1980, p. 116). 
CONCLUSIONS 
In general, there is close agreement between the topographic floodplain 
and the soils map floodplain. The finer detail of the boundary of the soils 
map floodplain may reflect a heavier emphasis upon field mapping in the 
delineation of soil types. Field observations were, of course, also used in 
the delineation of the topographic floodplain, but aerial photo interpreta-
tion was the major component in the identification process. Consequent-
ly, the topographic floodplain boundary is somewhat more generalized. 
The maps can serve a complementary function, i.e., as a check upon 
each other and to pinpoint places where further analysis or field work is 
necessary to reconcile differences or to make corrections. 
The narrow floodplain, the low sinuosity of the channel, and the 
presence of a low alluvial terrace support a hypothesis of a recent phase of 
stream entrenchment. 
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Figure Al. T.11S, R.20W, Sections 4-9. 
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Figure A2. T.11S, R.20W, Sections 10-15, 22-24. 
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Figure A3. T.11S, R.19W, Sections 19-21. 
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Figure A8. T.llS, R.17W, Sections 10-12. 
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A REPORT ON THE 
MAGNETIC INTENSITY PATTERNS OF 
NORTHEASTERN ELLIS COUNTY, KANSAS 
Kenneth R. Neuhauser 
Department of Eart Sciences 
Fort Hays State University 
Hays, Kansas 67601 
ABSTRACT 
A ground magnetometer survey of a portion of northeastern Ellis Coun-
ty, Kansas, indicates that no major magnetic anomaly sources exist in the 
subsurface. Isogam patterns reveal general east-west and southwest-
northeast linear trends. Higher magnetic intensities are located in the nor-
thern sector of the survey area. Magnetic intensites appear to reflect ap-
proximate depth variations to the magnetically uniform granitic to 
quartz-monzonitic Precambrian crystalline basement of the Central Kan-
sas Uplift. 
INTRODUCTION 
This report covers a ground magnetometer survey of a portion of the 
northeastern quarter of Ellis County, Kansas, over an area of 208 square 
kilometers (80 square miles). The magnetic data herein are compared, but 
not tied to, the aeromagnetic survey of Kansas by Yarger and others 
(1983). The magnetic data were collected in the spring of 1984 during a 
study that was funded by the Fort Hays State University Graduate 
Research Council. The purpose of this survey was to record and observe 
magnetic total intensity trends and possible anomalies that pass along a 
zone paralleling and including the southern margin of the Bemis-Shutts 
oil pool beneath Ellis County, Kansas. 
LOCATION AND TOPOGRAPHY 
Ellis County is located in west-central Kansas. The study area covers a 
thirteen by sixteen kilometer grid northeast of Hays, Kansas (Fig. 1). Hays 
is situated at the southwest corner of the grid. Township and range lines 
were used as the grid system, and their intersections were assigned station 
points. 
Ellis County is situated along the border between the High Plains 
Physiographic Province to the west and the Smoky Hills Physiographic 
Province to the east. The latter covers most of the county. Most of the 
upland of Ellis County is relatively flat to low, hilly range and 
agricultural land. Locally, steep slopes and badlands are developed in 
bluffs, buttes, and small mesas (Hattin and Cob ban, 1977; Steeples and 
Buchanan, 1983). The Fort Hays Escarpment trends northeast through 
Ellis County. North-facing escarpment exposures of Fort Hays Limestone 
and Codell Sandstone are found along the northern margin of the study 
area. 
Three major rivers flow east to southeast through Ellis County. The 
Smoky Hill River flows eastward along the southern margin of Ellis Coun-
ty; the Saline River located along the northern margin of Ellis County 
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flows eastward; and, Big Creek in the central part of Ellis County flows 
east and southeast. Only the intermittent tributaries of the latter two river 
systems dissect the study area. The North Fork of Big Creek is the largest 
of these tributaries and flows southeastward across the southwest sector of 
the study grid (Fig. 2). 
Maximum topographic relief in the study area is 77 meters (254 feet); 
the highest elevation is 667 meters (2201 feet) located in the north-central 
sector (point A in figure 3), and, the lowest elevation is 590 meters ( 194 7 
feet) located in the extreme southeast corner of the grid (point Bin figure 
3). 
GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The survey covers an area where the general geology of the surface and 
subsurface are well known. Recent alluvium of silt, sand, and gravel are 
found in the channels and floodplains of the Smoky Hill, Big Creek, and 
Saline rivers and their tributaries. Exposures of Pleistocene loess deposits 
veneer parts of the uplands and a few, very small remnants of Pleistocene 
channel fill are present. Neither the recent alluvium nor the Pleistocene 
deposits exhibit the presence of magnetic mineralization. Although for-
mations of the Miocene Ogallala rocks are present in Ellis County, none 
are present in the study area. The Fort Hays Limestone disconformity 
underlies the Holocene and Pleistocene deposits. Eroded exposures of 
Cretaceous Fort Hays Limestone, Codell Sandstone, and Blue Hill Shale 
are visible throughout the central and northern sectors of the study area. 
Several small exposures of Cretaceous Fairport Chalk can be found in the 
extreme southeastern part of the study area. Beneath the exposures of the 
Upper Cretaceous and younger deposits is a cratonic veneer, approx-
imately 1140 to 1200 meters (3800 to 4000 feet) thick, of sedimentary 
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Figure 2. Major streams surrounding and within study area. 
rocks representing the Cambrian, Ordovician, Pennsylvanian, Permian, 
and remainder of Cretaceous Systems, that rest noncomformably on top 
of the Precambrian crystalline basement (Steeples and Buchanan, 983). 
These sedimentary rocks consist of sandstones, shales, and carbonates , 
none of which are considered to contain concentrations of magnetite. 
Ellis County is situated atop a major northwest-southeast trending sub-
surface structural feature called the Central Kansas Uplift (Fig. 4). A 
structure contour map (Cole, 1979) of the surface topography of the 
crystalline basement beneath Ellis County, Kansas, can be seen in figure 
5. Lithologically the basement consists of granitic to quartz-monzonitic 
intrusives which are typically mesozonal units that exhibit cataclastic to 
extensively sheared textures (Bickford and others, 1979). These rocks are 
radiometrically dated at 1.45-1. 7 b.y. (1.625 b.y. = average) determined 
by either Rb-Sr whole-rock or U-Pb zircon methods. The granites beneath 
Ellis County exhibit hypiodiomorphic and granular textures. A 
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Figure 3. Computer-contoured surface topography (generated by TOPO) within study 
area. Contour interval - 2 meters. 
characteristic suite of mineral (average mode) is: quartz (25-30% ), or-
thoclase and microcline (40-50 % ) , plagioclase-An/25 (20-25 % ) , 
muscovite (2-3%), biotite (1-2%), and, less than 1% magnetite and ac-
cessories, including zircon, sphene, hornblende, tourmaline and apatite 
(Farquhar, 1957). Data supporting this distribution is based on the study 


















Figure 4. Study area location in relation to major subsurface structural features beneath 
Kansas. 
geological, exists to indicate that the lithology beneath Ellis County is not 
lithologically uniform. 
GENERAL STATEMENT 
The magnetic field at any point can be divided into four components: 
declination, inclination, vertical intensity, and horizontal intensity. The 
latter two intensities are orthogogal components of the total magnetic in-
tensity. The magnetic field at any point is the vector sum of the fields due 
to a variety of sources. These source conditions include paramagnetic, 
diamagnetic, and ferromagnetic materials which are found in the base-
ment rock, the sedimentary veneer, and the ground surface. 
Major variations in strength of the magnetic field at or near the land 
surface are normally a result of lateral change in magnetic susceptibility 
of underlying basement rock (Nettleton, 1976). In general, the magnetic 
signal is unaffected by the sedimentary veneer (Nettleton, 1976), since 
sedimentary rocks have relatively low magnetic susceptibilities. Suscep-
tibility is generally proportional to the amount of magnetite in the rock 
(Clark, 1966; Breiner, 1973). For a given volume and depth of burial of 
source rocks, gabbros and basalts will produce larger magnetic anomalies 
than granites and rhyolites (Yarger, 1983). 
Proton precession magnetometers measure total intensity in gammas 
and these gamma values are contoured as isogams. Variations of the in-
tensity are recognized as positive (highs) or negative (lows) anomalies. 
The composite effect of the earth's internal magnetic field and many local 
variations, caused by geologic features, determine the shape and size of 
the anomalies. Magnetic highs are generally considered for evaluation 
when exploring for oil and mineral deposits, with the exception of diapiric 
salt structures which commonly yield magnetic lows. 
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ELL IS COUNTY 
R 19W 
C.I. = 100 ft .(30m.) T15 S 
R 19W 
Figure 5. Structure contour map of Precambrian surface beneath Ellis County, Kansas , 
after Cole, 1979. Contour interval = 100 feet (30 meters). 
Possible causes of magnetic anomalies are: (1) lithologic variation of the 
Precambrian basement complexes; (2) concentration(s) of magnetic 
minerals in the overlying sedimentary sequences; (3) structure, or shape, 
of the sedimentary formations or magnetizing intra-basement structures; 
or, (4) depth to, and relief of, the Precambrian topography. 
Magnetic surveys are commonly used to indicate regional and local 
anomaly trends which are, if promising, compared to other geophysical 
data such as gravity surveys, or to more exact geophysical data such as 
seismic profiles, or to geological data such as well logs or cores. This study 
is a report of the magnetic data alone. A gravity survey of the same grid 
area in this study has been conducted, but as of this writing, the data have 
not been analyzed . 
FIELD WORK AND GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 
Magnetic data for this survey were collected during the spring of 1984. 
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A portable proton precession magnetometer, Geometrics model G-186, 
was used to measure the total magnetic intensity. Measurements were 
taken at road intersections of the county township and range lines. Every 
effort was made to ensure that each station was 'magnetically clean'; 
power lines, metal masses such as oil pumps, pipes, storage tanks, fences, 
and vehicles were avoided. Also, the magnetometer operator was 
magnetically clean. 
The average of four to five readings were recorded at each station with 
each reading falling in the 55,000 + gamma range. Average magnetic in-
tensity values were also recorded at selected base stations approximately 
every hour. This provided corrections for diurnal and other possible er-
ratic micropulsation time variations of the magnetic field, as well for 
changes in the instrument caused by temperature (Nettleton, 1976; 
Telford and others, 1981). 
The average readings of 92 stations were recorded and drift corrected. 
Topographic relief effects within the study area were ignored because the 
relief is minimal and the topographic effects are far below the contour in-
terval of 10 gammas used to contour the magnetic intensity values. Also, 
the sedimentary formations beneath the study area have very low and 
uniform magnetic susceptibility and are not suspect in distorting the local 
magnetic field. Any magnetic anomalies and subsequent trends present 
within the isogam map were considered to be controlled by either base-
ment topography, or intrabasement lithology, or both. 
Lithologic variation in the Precambrian basement seems an unlikely 
cause of magnetic anomalies based on two lines of evidence. First, Cole 
(1976) has shown the upper part of the Precambrian basement beneath 
Ellis County, Kansas, to be lithologically uniform; and, there appears to 
be no variation of magnetite found in the granitic units (Farquhar, 1957). 
Secondly, Lam (1986) has shown, through gravity and aeromagnetic 
data, that deeper crustal rocks beneath Kansas are laterally 
homogeneous. 
Field and subsurface studies of the sedimentary veneer resting atop the 
Precambrian basement do not indicate that concentrations of magnetic 
materials exist (Steeples and Buchanan, 1983). Therefore, it seems unlike-
ly that the lithology of the sedimentary veneer has appreciable, if any, af-
fects on generating magnetic anomalies. In addition, there are no known 
major structural features such as faults or folds, beneath the study area 
that would generate major magnetic variations. Therefore, it seems likely 
that the observed magnetic patterns reflect depth to, and/or relief of, the 
Precambrian topography. 
DATA GRAPHICS 
Magnetic data were graphically represented in two ways: (1) by a con-
tour isogam map of the total magnetic intensity values; and, (2) by a 3-D 
block diagram view of the contoured isogam surface. In addition, various 
graphics were generated for the topographic surface of the study area, the 
buried Precambrian topography, as well as for an isopachous map of the 
sedimentary veneer. The magnetic intensity isogam mapping was 
generated by two different computer-graphic programs. This was done to 
test for "best-fit" realism. First, a Surface II Graphics program developed 
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by Sampson (1976) was used to generate an isogam map. The program 
was run by the Department of Computer Sciences at the University of 
Kansas. Several different execution parameters were tested before a final 




C.I. = 20 Ga A+B 
C. I.= 10 Ga C 
Figure 6. Magnetic-intensity contour maps in study area, generated by SURFACE II. Con-
tour intervals: A + B - 20 gammas; C - 10 gammas. Gridding parameters of Band Care 
the same; the grid in A is a finer grid resulting in the unrealistic 'post-hole' appearance. Each 
area is 8 miles (12.8 kilometers) by 10 miles (16 kilometers). Add 55,000 gammas to each con-
tour value. 
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making several grids with two and three times as many rows and columns 
as the original data. As the gridding program increased in "fine-tuning" 
the original data, the root mean square values were decreased, which is 
desirable, but the resulting contour maps became more unrealistic looking 
with a "post-hole" appearance (Fig. 6C). 
A second graphics method was employed using equipment housed in 
the Department of Earth Sciences at Fort Hays State University. A 
graphics software system, Golden Graphics System, developed by Golden 
Software© (1985) was run on a Zenith 150 computer. The resulting con-
tour maps were more realistic looking, and therefore, were used for inter-
pretation in this report. In addition, the Golden ~oftware graphics system 
provided the means to generate the 3-D block diagrams. The original ir-
regularly spaced magnetic intensity data were gridded using the QGRID 
program. QGRID creates regularly spaced grids from irregularly spaced 
data and is based on the inverse distance squared concept. Smoothness, or 
realism, of the final contour map or block diagram surface is a function of 
number of input data points, grid size desired, and the selective 
smoothing factor within the program. The grid size, or grid-line density, 
allows the number of grid lines to be changed. The greater the grid densi-
ty, which ranges from 1 to 100, the more accurate and smooth the final 
plot. 
The smoothing factor (S.F.) also affects the final appearance of the 
plot. Smoothing factor values range from 0.0 to 1.0; the lower the value, 
the more "smoothed" or "flattened" the data. The closer the value gets to 
1.00, the more accentuated the peaks (highs) and valleys (lows) become. 
The magnetic data, as well as all other contour plots, were run on QGRID 
using a grid size of 100 and a smoothing factor of 0.97. The gridded files 
were then run through a topographic contouring program, called TOPO, 
and a surface plot program, called SURF. A contour interval of 10 gam-
mas was used. The contoured isogam plot can be seen in figure 7. The 
SURF view is a transect or "fishnet" plot. Figure 8 represents an oblique, 
block diagram view, or SURF, of figure 7. The SURF view in figure 8 is 
viewed from the southeast, along a N30W bearing, and at an 18 degree 
angle of tilt above the horizontal. A height/width ratio of 4.0 was used. 
This ratio perameter specifies a vertical exaggeration of the surface. For 
example, a ratio value of 0.5 will create a plot that is half as tall as it is 
wide. Figures 9a and 9b indicate this ratio relationship. 
TRENDS AND ANOMALIES 
Precambrian Surface: 
Figure 5 shows the structure contour surface of the Precambrian base-
ment beneath Ellis County, Kansas (after Cole, 1976). The data within 
Ellis County included on the map by Cole consists of 113 deep wells, 80 % 
of which penetrate the basement and 20 % of which gave estimated 
depths to the basement. Within the study area ten wells penetrate the 
Precambrian and six give estimated depths (Cole and Merriam, 1962; 
1985; Cole and Watney, 1985). Although such a low number of wells of-
fers minimal elevation control of the basement, a general trend of the con-
tour pattern does exist. The map by Cole exhibits very weak northwest-





C.I. = 10 Ga. 
Figure 7. Isogam map of magnetic data within study area; generated by TOPO. Contour 
interval = 10 gammas. Add 55 ,000 gammas to each contour value. 
TOPO utilizing the most recent well data given by Cole and Watney 
(1985). These data provide three additional control points for the Precam-
bian surface and when plotted on SURF greater topographic detail is 
presented. Several weak linear trends are visible (Fig. 10), which are east-
west to southwest-northeast, as well as northeast-southwest. Nevertheless, 
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Figure 8. Oblique block view of figure 7; view from the southeast at 18 degr~ tilt; 
generated by SURF. Height/Width = 0.4. 
the general trends observed in figure 10 are very similar to the trends 
shown in the study area shown in figure 5 with both figures showing two 
topographic highs. A flattened high of -594 meters (-1981 feet) in the cen-
tral northeast quadrant of the study area is broad and slopes to the west 
and south. The second high , -560 meters (-1868 feet) , is situated in the 
southwest-central region, is steeply sloped and could represent an 
isolated, small-sized resistant knob or ridge. A topographic low of -660 
meters (2200 feet) is located in the southwestern corner of the study area. 
Topographic Surface: 
Surface topography was also observed within study area. Elevations of 
each grid station were processed through the QGRID gridding program 
using the same programming parameters as the magnetic intensity values 
(Fig. 2). Obviously this computer generated topographic map is 
simplified when compared to a U.S.G.S. 1:24000 topograpic quadrangle, 
but the purpose of the simplification was to compare gridding consisten-
cy, and, to test whether surface topography and the magnetic surface 
(Fig. 11). 
Topography within the study area trends east-west and southeast-
northwest and is due mainly to the erosion control by the Saline River and 
the North Fork of Big Creek. Topographic highs parallel these trends and 
are located in the northcentral and southwest portions of the study area. 
Topographic lows are located in the extreme northern edge along the Fort 
Hays Escarpment and in the southeastern section of the study area where 




Figure 9. Effect of height/width (H/W) ratio on Precambrian surface (generated on 
SURF). A) H/W = 0.4; B) H/W = 0.2. View from the southeast at 18 degree tilt. 
Magnetic Surface: 
Figure 7 shows the contoured isogam values of the total magnetic inten-
sity readings. Isogam lines exhibit a general near east-west linear trend in 
the central portion of the map. The isogams in the northern and southern 
thirds of figure 7 are also characterized by east-west trends but are over-
printed by northeast-southwest trends. The trends in the southern one-




C.I. = 20 ft. 
Figure 10. Structure contour of Precambrian surface beneath study area; generated by 
TOPO. Contour interval = 20 feet (6 meters). 
low of 240 is present in the extreme southwestern area while the major 
magnetic high is located in the extreme northeast. The northern half is 
characterized by a broad near east-west and northeast-southwest 




----- 12.8Km / 
Figure 11. Comparison of surface topography (elevated surface) and isogam magnetic sur-
face (block diagram surface) within study area; view from the southeast; generated by SURF. 
southern half is characterized by a broad magnetic low marked by several 
highs and lows. The east-west linear trend across the northern and central 
portion of the study area coincides with the southern margin of the Bemis-
Shutts oil field. 
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GEOLOGIC INTERPRETATIONS 
The absence of major magnetic anomalies within the study area suggest 
a magnetically uniform basement. Although isogam values in this study 
(Fig. 7) are similar to patterns observed on the Kansas aeromagnetic map 
(Fig. 12) by Yarger and others (1981) they differ because of difference in 
instrumentation and data reduction methods. 
Since the basement rock should be magnetically uniform and the 
sedimentary veneer and surface topography do not appear to have an af-
fect on the magnetic surface, it is probable that the magnetic data reflect 
depth to basement. To investigate this possibility, four half-slope calcula-
tions were made. The half-slope technique (Peters, 1949) is an empirical 
relationship which can yield estimates to the top of the magnetic source 
rock, which in this case is the Precambrian. Half-slope calculations were 
made directly over positions where oil wells were known to penetrate 
' 
6Mi 
' 9.6 Km C.I. = 50 Ga. 
Figure 12. Isogam map of Ellis County, Kansas, after Yarger and others (1981) . Contour 
interval =- 50 gammas. 
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basement. Four depth estimates calculated by the half-slope method were 
5-10 % greater than or less than depth values from the known drilled 
depths. 
12.8 km 
Figure 13. SURF graphic comparison of isopach of sedimentary veneer (top) , isogam map 
(middle) , and structure contour of Precambrian (bottom) beneath study area; view from the 
southeast. H /W = 0.3 
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To further check depth relationships, the magnetic surface was com-
pared to the Precambrian surface, as well as to an isopachous surface of 
the sedimentary veneer, where surface was used as datum for the isopach 
grid. Figure 13 shows the graphic comparison. Since the relief of the sur-
face topography is relatiely flat compared to depth-to-basement, the 
isopach surface is very similar to the Precambrian surface: The isolated 
structural high on the Precambrian surface in the southwest central 
region does not reflect a depth effect when compared to the same area on 
the magnetic surface. This is probably best explained by a variance in the 
regional polarity and inclination of the magnetic field, as well as by the 
limited number of wells that have actually penetrated the basement. The 
magnetic surface does not precisely parallel either of the other surfaces. 
There seems to be a general "higher surface" that trends northeast across 
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Figure 14. Major oil pool field configurations and distributions beneath Ellis County, Kan-
sas. Emphasis on study area. 
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C 
the three surfaces from the west-central edge to the northeast corner and a 
definitely lower surface to the south and southwest. This northeast trend 
almostly exactly parallels the southern edge of the Bemis-Shutts oil field 
(figure 14). This seems to suggest that the Precambrian surface beneath 
the Bemis-Shutts field may be somewhat nearer the topographic surface 
than the present, and again, limited, basement-penetrative well data in-
dicate. If the magnetic patterns are controlled by a topographically 
higher basement then the higher "plateau" in the magnetic surface of the 
northern region of the study area could be explained. 
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ABSTRACT 
Recently renewed development of sinkholes and earth fissures in four 
southwestern Kansas counties has promoted interest about the rapidness 
at which they form, the potential impact on landowners, and the effects 
on present and future groundwater use. Each is a major concern for this 
agricultural area. 
Results of geologic, seismic, hydrologic, and subsidence data show that 
the sinkholes and earth fissures result from an association of subsurface 
faulting and solution of evaporite beds. Fault planes have provided 
avenues along which groundwater can circulate and has allowed access to 
upper Permian soluble beds. Solution of salt, gypsum, and anhydrite beds 
has created voids that slowly propagate towards the surface (solution sub-
sidence), or move rapidly to the surface (solution collapse), creating 
sinkholes and earth fissures. Water-level declines of as much as 55 m also 
may have contributed to recent formation of the sinkholes and earth 
fissures. Subsidence may be occurring on a regional scale as a result of this 
decline. 
Development of sinkholes and fissures is expected to continue as addi-
tional solution of subsurface beds occur, with groundwater declines hav-
ing a greater influence on their formation as water levels drop. 
Accurate vertical surveying, periodical re-leveling, installation of 
compaction-recorders, and drilling of test holes, are recommended to ob-
tain a better understanding of the mechanisms involved in the formation 
of the sinkholes and earth fissures. Implementation of these practices 
would allow continued study of the sinkholes and fissures already present, 
and may provide important information on how to curb the advancement 
or formation of these features. 
INTRODUCTION 
Sinkholes and earth fissures associated with subsurface faulting and 
dissolution of underlying salt, gypsum, and anhydrite beds are forming 
along the southern margin of the Syracuse Upland in southwest Kansas. 
Until recently, there was little interest in their formation; however, new 
developments and reactivation of several sinkholes and fissures, and con-
cern of their possible association with groundwater declines, has created a 
greater interest in understanding the mechanisms involved in their 
development. 
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Currently, sinkholes and earth fissures are posing the greatest problem 
to cropland where they disrupt crop production and create hazards for 
farrr. workers. However, continued formation of these features may 
directly, or indirectly, affect roads, fences, power lines, and irrigation 
canals. , 
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GEOGRAPHIC SETTING 
The project area covers the southern one-half of Hamilton and Kearney 
counties and Grant and Stanton counties (Fig. 1), all of which are located 
in the High Plains Section of the Great Plains Physiographic Providence 
(Schoewe, 1949). 
Elevations within the region range from 1121 m above sea level in 
western Hamilton County, along the Syracuse Upland, to 859 m above 
sea level in southeastern Grant County along the Cimarron River. 
Climate in the four county area is characterized by low precipitation 
and low humidity, and classified as semiarid (Fader and others, 1964). 
Average annual precipitation is 41.8 cm with the wettest months being 
May, June, and July, and the driest being January and December. The 
mean annual temperature for the area is 12 .17 C. 
GEOLOGY 
The study area is located above the central portion of the Hugoton Em-
bayment, the deepest structural basin within Kansas, and a shelf-like ex-
tension of the Anadarko Basin (Merriam, 1963). Sediments found within 
the embayment include those of Cambrian-Ordovician, Mississippian, 
Pennsylvanian, Permian, Jurassic, Cretaceous, Tertiary, and Quaternary 
age (Merriam, 1963). 
Rocks that crop out in the four county area range in age from Early 
Cretaceous to Recent (McLaughin, 1943; and Fader and others, 1964); 
however, the majority of the area is covered by relatively unconsolidated 
sediments of Pleistocene or Recent age. Dune sands occur in a band from 
west-central Hamilton County into southwestern Kearny County and the 
northern portion of Grant County (McLaughlin, 1943). Dune sands are 
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Figure 1. Location of study area. 
southwestern corner of Stanton County, as well as in the southeast part of 
Grant County and along its boundary with Kearny County. 
The study area is traversed by the Bear Creek fault that extends along 
the southern flank of the Syracuse Upland in Hamilton County through 
northern Stanton and northwestern Grant counties and into southwestern 
Kearny County (Fig. 2). 
Subsurface faults are also known to exist below at least two of the 
sinkholes in Kearny County, one at Clear Lake, Sec. 13, T. 25 S. R. 37 
W., and the other at Waechter Site, Sec. 32, T. 26 S. R. 37 W. The faults 
are part of a northwest-southeast trending basement shear zone that con-
sists of a set of en echelon shear couples that have as much as 150 m of 
throw down to the west. The faults extend through the Stone Corral For-
mation with approximately 24 m of throw to the east at this level (Sara S. 
Foland, personal communication). Foland believes that the basement 
faulting has created substantial zones of weakness that have been reac-
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Figure 2. Location of Bear Creek Fault (solid heavy line) and sinkholes and fissures (solid 
triangles) in southwestern Kansas. 
tivated at various times in the geologic past and that fault trends 
established on two primary pre-existing basement lineaments are per-
vasive up through the Blaine Formation. In some localities, because of re-
cent movement, scarps may even occur at or near the surface. Faults were 
also indicated by seismic data at the Annis-Caldwell and Stanton sinks in 
Grant and Stanton counties. 
Depths to basement near the sinkholes and fissures average about 2,043 
m. Specific depths to basement for the following locations were obtained 
from Foland (personal communication) and were given as elevations 
below sea level: Clear Lake, -1,113 m; Waechter Sink, -1,143 m; Annis-
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Caldwell, -1,113 m; and -1,162 m at the Stanton site. Information on 
faulting and depths to basement were not available for the remainder of 
the locations. 
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
Numerous investigations on sinkhole development in western Kansas 
have been undertaken previously; however, little information is available 
on the formation of earth fissures. The earliest reports were those of 
Mudge (1879), Haworth (1896; 1897a, 1897b), Johnson (1901), and Dar-
ton (1905). Mudge, Haworth, and Darton described the early develop-
ment of sinkholes in Meade County, whereas Johnson noted St. Jacob's 
Well, Little Basin, and Big Basin in Clark County, as well as the Meade 
sinkholes. Slichter (1906) reported on the formation of the Clear Lake 
Sinkhole in southern Kearny County. Bass (1931) and Landes (1931) 
reported on land subsidence in Hamilton County. Moore (1926) and Elias 
(1931) described sinkhole development in Wallace County, specifically 
the subsidence near Sharon Springs. 
Other studies on sinkhole development include the following: Cortier 
(1934), depressions due to solution and salt removal; Carle and Pierce 
(1934), sinkholes in Prowers Coun~y, Colorado; Jewett (1935), 
measurements of the Sun City Natural Bridge; Smith (1940), various Kan-
sas sinkholes and depressions; Frye and Hibbard (1941) faults in associa-
tion with sinkholes in Meade County; Frye and Schoff (1942), sinkholes 
associated with faults in Meade and Clark counties; Tat (1946), changes 
of surface features due to salt solution; Walters (1946), solution features 
and sinkholes associated with buried karst topography in Barton County; 
Schoewe (1949), sinks in central and western Kansas; Williams and 
Lohman (1949) sinks in central and western Kansas; Williams and 
Lohman (1949), sinkholes associated with the eastern boundary of the 
Wellington Salt in McPherson, Harvey, and Sedgwick counties; Frye 
(1950), classification, terminology, and remarks on various sinkholes in 
Kansas; Fishel and Leonard (1955), formation of cracks in the earth in 
Jewell County; Merriam and Mann (1957), sinkholes and related features 
in Kansas; Merriam (1963), descriptions of various sinks in Kansas; Fader 
( 1975), land subsidence due to salt solutions around oil and gas wells in 
Kansas; and Walters (1977), land subsidence in central Kansas by salt 
solution. 
Early work on the geology and groundwater of the study area was in-
cluded in works by Hay (1890), Haworth (1897b), Johnson (1901), and 
Darton (1905). More extensive geological investigations were made by 
Bass (1926), Smith (1940), Latta (1941), McLaughlin (1943 and 1946) , 
Frye and Leonard (1952), Merriam (1957), and Merriam and Frye (1954). 
Recent investigations include those on geohydrology and water-level 
variations by Fader and others (1964), Lohmeyer and Sauer (1974), Pabst 
(1982), Pabst and Jenkins (1976), Pabst and Gutentag (1979), Gutentag 
and others (1972, 1981), and Hathaway and others (1976). 
SINKHOLES AND FISSURES 
History 
Recorded accounts of sinkholes in southwestern Kansas date from the 
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early 1880's to the present. During early settlement of the area much of 
the travel from present day Stanton and Grant counties to Kearny County 
was along a natural passage through the sand dunes created by Bear 
Creek, a passage that became known as the Bear Creek Pass. Frequent 
travel along this passage greatly increased the chances of sinkholes being 
discovered and recorded; in fact, historical accounts of Kearny County 
describe several sinkholes and sunken wells along the trail. A series of 
sinkholes formed along Bear Creek sometime-between 1880 and 1882 and 
became known as the "Sunken Wells". According to accounts by witnesses 
(Bessire, 1982) the sinkholes formed rather abruptly within a one to two 
day period. The largest of the sinkholes had a diameter of 61 m , and was 
filled to within a few meters of the rim with fresh water. This sinkhole, 
located in the SE ¼ of Sec. 16 T. 26 S. R. 27 W. was used as a water-hole 
for cattle until the 1920's and is still easily seen approximately 19.2 km 
north of Ulysses on the west side of Kansas Highway 25. 
A sinkhole, known locally as Devil's Hole, formed approximately 4.4 
km east of the Grant-Stanton Couny line in northwest Grant County. 
Photographs taken around the turn of the century show that Devil's Hole, 
like the Sunken Wells, was for a time filled with water and used for 
watering livestock. Presently the sink is dry and fil:ed with sediments to 
within 2-3 m of the rim, and holds water only during times of heavy 
precipitation. Although the sink shows no signs of recent activity, the for-
mation of a fissure north and west of the site shows that the area is still ac-
tive. 
Clear Lake is a sink located along the northern portion of the Bear 
Creek drainage in southern Kearny County. The earliest account of its 
presence, like Sunken Wells, is during the early 1880's (Johnson, 1901). 
Clear Lake presently contains water and a portion of the sink has ex-
perienced recent subsidence. 
Numerous other small sinks or depressions can be found along Bear 
Creek and Little Bear Creek drainages in southern Hamilton and Kearny 
counties and northern Stanton and Grant counties. These features are 
easily identified on· aerial photographs as they form small, shallow, cir-
cular depressions. These likely represent earlier sinkholes that have been 
almost completely filled, and which contain water only during periods of 
heavy rainfall. 
DESCRIPTION 
Sinkholes and fissures examined during the study occur along the 
eastern and southern boundaries of the Syracuse Upland and follow the 
channel of Bear Creek and Little Bear Creek (Fig. 2). The alignment of 
these features leads us to agree with earlier investigators that formation of 
the sinkholes and fissures , as well as Bear Creek, are structurally con-
trolled. Besides the more recent sinkholes and fissures , numerous small 
depressions following the same trend can be seen on aerial photographs 
and may represent remnants of previous subsidence. 
Terminology and classification used in describing the sinkholes follows 
that of Frye and Schoff (1942), Thornbury (1954), and Merriam and 
Mann ( 1957) . 
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Clear Lake 
Clear Lake is a sinkhole located in the NE ¼, Sec. 13, T 25 S, R 37 W, 
in Kearny County. It is a complex sink and has undergone several periods 
of subsidence. Although the sink is mentioned in the literature as early as 
the 1880's (Johnson, 1901), Clichter (1906) was the first to conduct an ac-
curage investigation of the site. He stated that, in 1904, Clear Lake was 
nearly circular, being 320 feet (97.5 m) in length and 280 (84.4 m) feet in 
width. The shores of the sink sloped inward at 35 degrees to a depth of 16 
feet (4.9 m), where a nearly level floor of mud was encountered. Three 
shallow wells, each less than 12 min depth, encountered black muds and 
clays, and quartz sand. Bear Creek was found to have no influence on the 
underflow of groundwater. 
After early investigations on Clear Lake, little information was com-
piled about the site until the United States Geological Survey Branch Of-
fice at Garden City began to monitor water-levels in 1981-82. During the 
summer of 1981, two cross-sections were constructed across the sink by 
the Survey. Using these as a guide, we found that little significant sub-
sidence has occurred within the last five years. 
Presently Clear Lake consists of an area of more recent subsidence 
within an area that had previously subsided. Measurements made in the 
summer of 1983 showed the area of recent subsidence to be nearly circular 
with a diameter of approximately 76 m and filled with water to a point 
approximately 4.4 m below the lip on the western side of the sink. The 
depth of the water was not determined. The wall of the sink is highest on 
the west side where it reaches a maximum of 4.4 m, then gradually 
decreases from this point until it encounters the floor of the older sub-
sidence on the east and southern sides. Discontinuous concentric cracks 
extended around the western, southern, and northern portions of the re-
cent subsidence area when first surveyed in the summer of 1982. A single 
crack approximately 1 m from the lip and varying from .2 to . 7 m in 
width was present along the southern and western portions of the sink. 
Two sets of discontinuous cracks were. 7 to 1 m from the lip, .2 to . 7 min 
width, and from .3 to . 7 m apart were present along the northern side of 
the sink. The material between the cracks and the lip of the sink has 
subsequently fallen into Clear Lake. As of March 1, 1985, no new cracks 
had formed. 
The area affected by earlier subsidence is considerably larger, being 
148 m long and 95 m wide at its narrowest point. The old subsidence lip is 
visible except where more recent subsidence has obscured it. The walls of 
the earlier subsidence vary from . 7 to .3 m in height and the floor dips 
towards the center of the area at 5 to 10 degrees. 
Drainage into Clear Lake is presently from the north where a gully 
drains a small depression 150 m north and east of the lake. Slichter (1906) 
mapped this area as a shallow pond; but currently, the depression is only 
.3 to . 7 m deep and is cropland. It is probable that this feature was a 
sinkhole formed at an earlier date, and which subsequently became inac-
tive and filled with sediments. The depression contains water during 
periods of heavy precipitation and drains into Clear Lake when the level 
is sufficient. 
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The gully itself extends 76 m north of Clear Lake and is gradually 
eroding towards the shallow depression and will eventually intersect it. 
The gully rapidly widens and deepens as it nears Clear Lake, where at the 
intersection it is 12.5 m wide and 4 m deep. A second smaller gully run-
ning east to west intersects the larger gully approximately 4.5 m north of 
Clear Lake. · 
Sunken Wells: 
The "Sunken Wells", a sinkhole that occurs in the SE ¼ Sec. 16, T 26 S, 
R 37 W, in southern Kearny County, is believed to have formed sometime 
in the 1880's over a short period of several hours. Dimensions of the 
sinkhole at the time of formation were estimated at 61 m in diameter, 
with an undetermined depth. Presently, the area resembles a dry farm 
pond, and contains water only after periods of precipitation. If early ac-
counts were accurate, the "Sunken Wells" can be classified as a simple 
sinkhole formed by solution collapse. 
Waechter Sinkhole: 
The Waechter Sinkhole is located in the NE ¼ of Sec. 32, and the NW 
¼ Sec. 33, T 26 S, R 37 W, Kearny County. A simple sinkhole approx-
imately 400 m in diameter has formed in a pasture. The sinkhole is nearly 
circular with walls dipping gently towards the middle, where a maximum 
depth of 2 m is encountered. 
Discontinuous concentric cracks and "pot-holes" surround the sinkhole 
at varying distances from the center of the sink. The cracks range in width 
from 6 cm to 1 m and generally continue for less than 15 m. A few of the 
cracks however, are traceable for several hundred meters. None of the 
cracks at the Waechter site exhibit vertical offset. 
Numerous pot-holes varying from a few centimeters to 2 min width are 
present at the site. Some depressions align with the cracks, whereas others 
occur randomly around and within the sink. The pot-holes are more com-
mon in the area where water accumulates during times of precipitation. 
Both the cracks -and pot-holes allow more moisture in the soil, and, 
therefore, support a more lush vegetation, making identification of these 
features on aerial photos possible. No evidence of recent activity is present 
at the Waechter sink. The cracks and pot-holes exhibit erosion and infill-
ing but do not appear to be actively advancing. 
Devil's Hole: 
The "Devil's Hole" is a circular sinkhole 46 m in diameter located in 
Sec. 21, T 27 S, R 38 W, of Grant County. The exact date of formation is 
not known but is believed to have been sometime during the 1880's. 
Devil's Hole is a simple sink that has undergone only one period of sub-
sidence, and is presently inactive. The walls of the sink are steep, varying 
from 2 to 3 m feet above the floor and dipping at an average of 45 degrees 
toward the center of the sinkhole. The sinkhole contains no water except 
during times of heavy precipitation; however, photos show that the sink 
did retain water during the early years of its existence. 
A second, smaller and unnamed sinkhole is located several hundred 
meters northwest of Devil's Hole. This is a small, nearly circular, simple 
sink approximately 23 m in diameter. The walls of the sink are . 7 to 1 
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meter high and dip steeply inward to a point where a level floor is en-
countered. The sink was dry at the time of investigation, but lack of 
vegetation suggests that it is occasionally filled by precipitation or irriga-
tion run-off. Small depressed areas surround the sink and may represent 
remnants of concentric cracks; however, tillage of the field in which the 
sink is located makes identification of these features difficult. 
Goff Fissure: 
The Goff Fissure is located in Sec. 21 , T 27 S, R 38 W , Grant County, a 
short distance north and west of the small unnamed sinkhole near Devil's 
Hole. The fissure consists of a series of cracks and pot-holes extending for 
approximately 365 min an east-west direction. The cracks vary from 3 to 
45 cm in width and reach a maximum depth of 1.3 m. Pot-holes are found 
along the entire length of the fissure and generally are from 8 cm to l min 
diamter , and .3 to 1.3 m feet deep. Both the potholes and cracks are con-
tinuous along the fissure except for occasional areas of undisturbed earth. 
Unaffected areas rarely exceed 1.5 m, and eventually erode to connect ad-
joining cracks or holes. Original depths of the cracks and pot-holes is dif-
ficult to determine because of erosion; however, cracks at either end of 
the fissure are quite narrow, 3 to 5 cm in width , and may represent initial 
development. 
Vegetation is dense along the fissure because of additional moisture in 
the soil. Lack of vegetation on the eastern 61 m of the fissure suggests this 
area may represent a late development. This suggestion is supported by 
the presence of depressed areas further east that align with the fissure and 
that will likely develop cracks or pot-holes in the near future. None of the 
cracks along the fissure show vertical off-set. 
Annis-Caldwell Fissure and Sinkholes: 
The Annis-Caldwell Fissure and Sinkholes are located in the NW ¼, 
Sec. 19, T 27 S, R 38 W, of Grant County. At this locality, subsidence 
takes the form of numerous small sinkholes and cracks that are similar to 
those at the Goff Fissure. However, at the Annis-Caldwell site, the cracks 
and sinkholes follow a slightly accurate configuration rather than the 
nearly linear trend exhibited by the Goff Fissure. 
The sinkholes are oblong in shape and usually wider and deeper at the 
eastern end than at the western end. At the time of the initial survey in 
July 1982, the largest sinkhole was 4.7 m wide and 2.6 m deep on the east 
end , becoming narrower and shallower at the west end. At the narrow 
end the sinkhole was only l m wide and slightly more than. 7 m deep. Re-
maining sinkholes vary from l m to as much as 3 m across, with depths 
ranging from . 7 to 2 m. The present form of the sinkholes probably do not 
represent initial shapes and depths, as material has partially filled most of 
the sinkholes and erosion has widened them to their present configura-
tion. 
A recent sinkhole developed between the October, 1984, and March, 
1985, visits. The sink formed 6 m east of the country road that forms the 
western boundary of the site and follows the same trend as the older 
depressions. It is approximately l m across and 4.4 m deep, with 
overhanging, but nearly vertical walls. No concentric cracks surround the 
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sinkhole; however the sink is located equi-distant from linear cracks on 
the east and west sides. 
Additional depressions, south of those described above, have formed 
since the October, 1984, visit. These depressions are located on, and 
either side of, the county road approximately 46 m south of the main 
fissure and sinkholes. It is uncertain if these are the result of subsidence, 
or erosion by run-off that occasionally crosses the road at this point. It ap-
pears however, that the depressions, if extended along their present trend, 
would connect with the sinkholes and cracks further north. 
Stanton Site: 
The Stanton site is directly west of the Annis-Caldwell site in the NE ¼ 
-Sec. 24, T 27 S, R 39 W, Stanton County, and although separately nam-
ed, is simply a western extension of the Annis-Caldwell subsidence. Small 
cracks and sinkholes noted on the initial field work have been filled in and 
presently only small depressed areas are visible. These depressions connect 
with the east-west series of cracks and sinks on the Annis-Caldwell site, 
but continue to arc gently along a west-southwest trend until they en-
counter the Bear Creek channel. The depressions do not continue on the 
southern side of the channel, but a small depression may be seen in the 
channel itself. The depressions run through cropland and, therefore, are 
being continually obscured when the field is tilled. These areas, however, 
remain discernible throughout the year, and would likely develop cracks 
and sinkholes similar to those of the Annis-Caldwell site if tillage was 
discontinued. 
An exception to the filled sinkholes at the Stanton Site is a redeveloped 
sink located immediately west of the Grant-Stanton county line. At this 
locality, several small sinkholes have formed on either side of the country 
road and are connected by a crack that runs beneath the road. The 
eastern sink isl m wide and approximately 3 m deep, whereas the western 
sink is 1.2 m wide and 2 m deep. The crack connecting the two is 1.8 m 
below the surface of the road and is approximately .5 m in width. The 
western sinkhole has been artificially filled in twice since our first visit 
and has redeveloped several months after each filling. 
Grant Sink: 
Another depression, adjacent to both the Stanton and Annis-Caldwell 
sites, is located in a grassland in the SW ¼ Sec. 18, T 27 S, R 38 W, Grant 
County. This feature appears to be a remnant of an older sinkhole that is 
presently inactive. A series of concentric cracks (averaging .3 to l m in 
depth and from . 3 to l m in width) surround the sink at various distances 
from the center. It is probably that both the Stanton and Annis-Caldwell 
sinks and fissures simply represent renewed activity of a portion of this 
older feature. 
Helmle Fissure: 
The Helmle Fissure is located along the north side of Bear Creek in Sec. 
9, T 27 S, R 39 W, Stanton County. The fissure extends approximately 
323 m in an almost east-west direction, and consists of a series of cracks 
and small sinkholes. The cracks vary in width from a few centimeters to .8 
m, and are from 10 cm to 2.5 m deep. Small hairline cracks are often pre-
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sent directly on either side of the larger cracks, but may be found as far as 
several feet from the cracks and sinkholes. The larger cracks making up 
the fissure are discontinuous, running from a meter to as much as 9 
meters. Intervening areas are occupied by short stretches of undisturbed 
earth and small sinkholes. Erosion has extended the majority of the cracks 
until they connect with other cracks or sinkholes. 
Sinkholes found along the fissure are circular or oblong in shape, 
average 1 to 1.2 m in width, and are .3 to 1.8 m in depth. The largest 
sinkhole noted was 3. 7 feet in width and 1.4 m deep, whereas the smallest 
was . 4 m wide and . 2 m foot deep. 
The majority of cracks and sinkholes are located on the north side of the 
Bear Creek Channel; however, several small circular depressions are 
found on the southern side of the channel. These shallow depressions have 
very gentle sides and are generally obscured by tillage of the field in 
which they are located. These depressions align with, and follow the same 
general trend as, the fissure on the northern side of the creek channel. 
The presence of the depression and the formation of new cracks and 
sinkholes on the northern side indicate that the area is still active. In fact, 
several sinkholes have developed since October, 1984, in portions of a 
recently tilled wheat field. One new sink is 1.4 min width and 2.4 m deep 
with overhanging walls, and is surrounded by hairline concentric cracks. 
Existence of the Helmle Fissure has been known for at least 50 years 
(Carl S. Helmle, Personal communication). The cracks have been filled in 
numerous times; however, they eventually reappear. The present cracks 
and sinks appeared in the summer of 1982 after flood-waters occupied the 
area. 
Coolidge Sinkhole: 
The Coolidge Sinkhole is a simple solution-collapse sinkhole in the NE 
1/ 4 Sec. 22, T 25 S, R 43 W, Hamilton County. According to witnesses, the 
sinkhole began to form on or near December 18, 1929 (Bass, 1931). In-
itially the sinkhole had a diameter of about 37 m, was 12 to 15 m deep, 
and contained a shallow pool of water (McLaughlin, 1943). Concentric 
cracks surround the sinkhole at various distances from it, the farthest be-
ing approximately 14 m from the lip of the sink. By August of 1930, the 
sinkhole had expanded to a diameter of 32 m and a depth of 21 m. In 
1941, the sink had became somewhat oblong in shape with dimensions of 
46 by 61 m, and was filled with water to within 4.5 m of the lip 
(McLaughlin, 1943). Eventually, the sinkhole expanded to a point where 
it affected a county road and made it necessary to relocate the road. 
Currently, the Coolidge Sinkhole is inactive and slowly filling with 
sediments. Northern and western walls remain steep, but the southern 
and eastern walls have eroded and now slope gently towards the center of 
the feature. The sinkhole contains water to a level approximately 4.5 m 
below the lip of the northern wall. No cracks were found lateral to the 
sinkhole. 
ORIGIN OF SUBSIDENCE FEATURES 
Numerous theories have been proposed to explain the formation of sub-
sidence features in central and western Kansas. Solution of deep-seated 
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evaporites, solution of carbonates, faulting, and groundwater depletion, 
are just a few mechanisms known to promote subsidence. In our study 
area we believe that formation of the sinkholes and fissures has resulted 
from the interaction of deep-seated solution of soluble beds, and, subsur-
face faulting. Also, there is a possibility that in recent years subsidence has 
been affected by large-scale, draw-down of groundwater, · a process that 
may increase in importance as water-levels continue to drop. 
Existence of faulting within the study area has been known since Smith 
(1940) concluded, on the basis of physiographic data, that the rectilinear 
pattern of North Bear Creek indicated the presence of a fault on the 
southern margin of the Syracuse Upland. Latta (1941) identified the fault 
in Stanton County, and it was eventually mapped there and in Grant 
County by Fader and others (1964). McLaughlin (1943) mapped the fault 
in Hamilton and Kearny counties. 
Information on subsurface structure supplied by the AMOCO Produc-
tion Company of Denver, Colorado, has produced some new insight on 
the fault system within the area. Seismic and aeromagnetic data show 
that faulting extends from the Precambrian basement upward through 
the Permian Stone Corral Formation beneath sinks in T 25 and 26 S, R 37 
W. The faults are part of a northwest-southeast trending shear zone con-
sisting of a set of en echelon shear couples that have at least 150 m of 
throw down to the west, at the basement level (approximately 2040 m). 
The faults extend through the Stone Corral Formation with approximate-
ly 24 m of throw to the east at this level. The AMOCO study also showed 
that fault trends are established on two primary, pre-existing basement 
lineaments, and are pervasive up through the Permian Blaine Formation. 
Also, because of recent movement in some localities, the faults may ex-
hibit scarps at, or near, the surface. 
Permian strata underlying the study area contain large amounts of solu-
ble beds of halite, gypsum, and anhydrite. The presence of the faults pro-
vides an avenue along which groundwater can gain access to these 
underlying soluble materials and dissolve them. Concentration of 
sinkholes and fissures along the fault trend seems to support this 
mechanism. Wildess (1951) has shown that a considerable amount of salt 
has been removed from Cimarronian and Custerian rocks in northern 
Grant County, and that as a result the overlying section may have 
slumped as much as 60 m. 
Formation of larger numbers of subsidence features in specific localities 
is probably due to facies changes that commonly occur in evaporite beds 
of the Blaine and Stone Corral formations. Also, the inability of salt and 
gypsum under load to maintain openings where water can move may in-
fluence areas of formation. Morgan (1941), in describing subsidence by 
deep-seated solution near Roswell, New Mexico, showed that in the 
beginning phases of solution water must follow pre-existing openings pro-
duced by bedding planes, joints, cracks, faults , and other fractures or 
planes of weakness in soluble beds. He also noted that because of the in-
ability of salt to maintain avenues for water movement, solution is likely 
to be restricted to areas where fractures are present. This is likely the case 
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with the sinkholes in our study area , as the largest concentration of 
sinkholes and fissures are located along the Bear Creek Fault. 
Variation in the amount of time necessary for the sinkholes to form may 
be a function of the area affected by solution. Where solution affects only 
a small area in the subsurface, overlying beds are probably competent and 
are able to support the roof of a cavern. As the area affected by solution 
begins to expand and the strength of the overlying beds fails , a sinkhole 
forms at the surface in what appears to be only a few hours or days. This 
appears to have been the case at both the Sunken Wells and at the 
Coolidge Sinkhole. 
Where solution initially affects a larger area, competent beds are less 
likely to support the overlying sediments. The beds subsided into the void 
space one at a time rather than instantaneously. Therefore, the void slow-
ly propagates upward until it reaches the surface. However , this is only 
one example of factors affecting rates of subsidene, and others, such as 
rate of water circulation, water quality, type of soluble bed, competence 
of overlying beds, and compactibility of overlying sediments, need to be 
considered when determining the subsidence rate. 
Fissures within the study area, like sinkholes, probably result in part , 
from faulting, and from solution of soluble beds in the subsurface. 
However, similarities between fissures in the study area and fissures 
formed in areas of land subsidence caused by ground water depletion, 
suggest the latter method may be a possible cause. 
Presently, a relationship between sinkhole and earth fissure formation , 
and extensive groundwater depletion, is unknown. Presence of sinkholes 
and fissures dating back as early as the late 1800's suggest a lack of in-
teraction. However, similarities between earth fissures found in the study 
area and those known to form as a result of groundwater depletion may 
support an association. Larson (1982) gave the following scenerio for 
fissures resulting from groundwater depletion: 1) small linear or en 
echelon hairline cracks; 2) irregularly-spaced depressions; and 3) large, 
linear open holes. Fissures also show little or no vertical off-set. Fissures in 
our study area appear to follow this same sequence. Feth (1951), Robin-
son and Peterson (1962), Lofgren (1971) , Holzer and Davis (1976) , 
Bouwer (1977) , Jacken and Holzer (1979, 1982) , and Larson (1982), have 
all recognized that earth fissures can result from subsidence induced by 
ground water depletion. 
Subsidence results when large quantities of water are removed from an 
unconsolidated aquifer. As the water is removed there is an increase in the 
intergranular pressure. In unconfined aquifers , higher intergranular 
pressure results in a loss of bouyancy of solid particles in the dewatered 
zone, decreasing the capability of sediments to support the overlying load 
(Bouwer, 1977). In confined aquifers, increase in intergranular pressure is 
caused by decrease in the upward hydraulic pressure against the bottom 
of the upper confining layer, again reducing the capability of sediments to 
support overlying beds (Bouwer, 1977). 
Reduced hydraulic pressure, also known as neutral stress, increases in-
tergranular (effective) stress resulting in closer packing in underlying 
sediments, compression of sediments, and lowering of the land surface. 
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Seepage stress is exerted on grains by viscious drag of vertically moving 
waters that are created by water-level declines. Seepage stress may also 
cause an increase in intergranular stress (Lofgren, 1968). As beds compact 
because of increased intergranular stress, they in turn create tensional 
stresses causing fissures to form in the subsurface. The fissures then pro-
pagate upwards to the point that they eventually breach the surface. 
Fissures usually become evident at the surface after periods of heavy rain 
or when water occupies the area (Larson, 1982). 
Formation of fissures in areas of groundwater overdraft tend to be 
associated with features in the subsurface. Bouwer (1977) in describing 
the formation of tensional cracks above fault scarps, noted that ground 
water depletion, and compaction, was greater near the center of the basin 
than on the edges. Also, compressible beds, if thicker at the center than on 
the edges, will result in greater compaction of beds in the center. 
Alluvium overlying the compressible beds then acts as a slab rotating 
towards the center of the basin. Figure 3 illustrates fissure development 
over a fault scarp, and shows that greater compression is taking place near 
the center of the basin. In this illustration, compression of beds has caused 
a fissure to form over a buried fault scarp. Slab ABEC has rotated from 
CE to DF above the compressing layer, and from AB to AD at the surface, 
resulting in the fissure forming at the surface. This may be the scenerio 
with fissures that have formed along the Bear Creek Fault. 
A 
fault" 
Figure 3. Illwtration of earth fissure development over a buried fault scarp (after Bouwer, 1977). 
Fissures are also known to develop over buried bedrock highs . In these 
occurrences, ground water depletion is greater on either side of the 
bedrock high. Because of greater ground water depletion on the sides, 
compression increases away from the high (Fig. 4). Rotation of alluvium 
AB and CD combine to create tensional stress in the sediments above the 
buried high, and results in formation of a fissure over that particular 
high. 
Further investigation will be necessary to determine if ground water 
depletion has caused fissures and sinkholes in· southwestern Kansas. 
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Figure 4. Illustration of earth fissure development over a bedrock high (after Bouwer, 
1977). 
However, the combination of large amount of ground water depletion in 
the study area (Fig. 5), similar aquifer conditions, and structural relation-
ships between the study area and areas where subsidence is known to 
result from ground water depletion, makes an association likely. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Geologic, seismic, hydrologic, and subsidence data indicate that for-
mation of sinkholes and earth fissures in four southwestern Kansas coun-
ties results from an association between subsurface faulting, groundwater 
infiltration, and solution of evaporite beds. Faults along the southern and 
eastern margins of the Syracuse Upland have provided avenues along 
which groundwater has circulated and gained access to Upper Permian 
evaporite deposits. Solution of salt, gypsum, and anhydrite found in these 
deposits has formed voids that slowly propagate toward the surface (solu-
tion subsidence) or that rapidly propagate to the surface (solution col-
lapse) forming sinkholes and earth fissures. Evidence to support this con-
tention is provided by seismic surveys conducted at three sites. Data from 
the surveys indicated faults in the subsurface at all three sites; the Clear 
Lake, Annis-Caldwell, and Stanton sites. Seismic records also indicate 
that certain diagnostic evaporite reflectors may be absent in some cases, 
suggesting that removal of the evaporite beds has taken place. 
A proposed relationship between sinkhole and earth fissure formation 
and extensive groundwater depletion is as yet uncertain. Presence of 
sinkholes and fissures dating back to the late 1800's would indicate a lack 
of interaction. However, similarities between earth fissures found in the 
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Figure 5_. Water level decline south of Bear Creek Fault, 1940-1975 (after Gutentag and 
others, 1981). Sinkholes and fissures are represented by solid triangles. The contour interval is 
20 feet. 
study area, and those known to have formed as a result of groundwater 
depletion in other areas, supports an association in some manner. Higher 
concentrations of both sinkholes and fissures near areas of greater deple-
tion also supports this hypothesis. 
Evidence for regional subsidence has yet to be located, and therefore, 
no conclusion can be drawn with regard to this phenomenon. However, 
widespread subsidence is suspected as groundwater depletion has reached 
an advanced stage and aquifer conditions are favorable. Because of the 
slowness at which areas subside on a regional basis, it may, as yet, have 
gone unnoticed. 
Based on present information, sinkholes and earth fissures probably 
will continue to form within the study area. Major concentrations should 
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continue to form along the Bear Creek Fault and surrounding areas. 
Higher concentrations of sinkholes and fissures along portions of the Bear 
Creek Fault is most likely the result of greater groundwater infiltration, 
allowing greater solution, or is due to facies changes within the evaporite 
content. Some connection is also noted between higher concentrations of 
sinkholes and fissures and areas of extensive groundwater withdrawals. 
Continued formation of sinkholes and earth fissures, and the possibility 
of regional subsidence, pose serious problems for landowners. Sinkholes 
and fissures have already damaged roads, fence lines, and fields, and have 
disrupted farming of croplands. Future problems likely will include 
damage to power lines, irrigation canals, and pipelines. Presently, there is 
little, if anything, that can be done to stop or reverse the mechanisms 
responsible for the formation of sinkholes and fissures. Filling in the sinks 
and fissures is only a superficial and temporary solution, as the sinks and 
fissures generally reappear after a short time. Therefore, it is important 
that further investigation of this problem be undertaken. 
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ABSTRACT 
This first detailed study of the stratigraphic distribution of a vertebrate 
genus within the Smoky Hill Chalk Member of the Niobrara Chalk shows 
that four species of Protosphyraena Leidy, which may be recognized from 
pectoral fin morphology, are not uniformly distributed within the Smoky 
Hill Chalk. Their occurrences permit an informal three-fold subdivision 
of the Smoky Hill Chalk which I use here. Protosphyraena pernicosa Cope 
occurs only in the lowest subdivision, horizon A (late Coniacian), and P. 
nitida (Cope) occurs only in horizon B (latest Coniacian). Protosphyraena 
tenuis Loomis first appears in horizon B, but continues to occur 
stratigraphically higher throughout the rest of the Smoky Hill Chalk 
Member (Santonian to early Campanian). Protosphyraena gladius (Cope) 
is found in all horizons that produce P. tenuis and also in the Sharon 
Springs Shale Member, the lowest member of the overlying Pierre Shale 
Formation. In Alabama, the Mooreville Chalk Formation, which is ap-
proximately contemporaneous with the Sharon Springs Shale, produces 
both P. nitida and P. gladius. The latter taxon also occurs in the overlying 
Demopholis Chalk (late Campanian) of both Alabama and Mississippi. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent attempts to divide the Smoky Hill Chalk Member of the 
Niobrara Chalk Formation of Kansas into biostratigraphic zones have 
relied almost entirely on the invertebrate fauna (Miller, 1968; Hattin, 
1965, 1982; Hattin and Siemers, 1978). While most of these attempts were 
successful, greater precision may be obtained when more variables are in-
troduced into the system. 
The benthic invertebrate fauna of the Smoky Hill Chalk Member of the 
Niobrara Chalk Formation of Kansas is markedly depauperate (Miller, 
1968; Hattin, 1982; Hattin and Siemers, 1978), as are the benthic faunas 
from many other deposits of the Late Cretaceous Western Interior Sea. 
Even ammonites, which are well represented and extensively used for 
biostratigraphic zonations in other formations, are rarely preserved in the 
Niobrara Chalk Formation of Kansas. Their scarcity is more probably the 
result of their absence in the area during deposition of most of the Smoky 
Hill Chalk than of diagenetic dissolution of aragonite (Hattin, 1982). A 
few of the macroinvertebrate taxa are extremely abundant at most ex-
posures, but the bulk of the faunal diversity is represented by moderately 
to extremely rare taxa. While the vertebrates of the Niobrara Chalk are 
almost entirely restricted to the Smoky Hill Chalk Member, and are never 
as numerous in this member as a few species of inoceramids and osterids, 
some stratigraphically useful fish taxa are more abundant than most in-
vertebrate taxa employed by Miller (1968). 
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Exposures of the Niobrara Chalk Formation occur in a northeast to 
southwest trending belt across the western half of Kansas. Therefore, 
mapping the biostratigraphic subdivisions of the formation should also 
appear as northeast to southwest strips with variations reflecting the 
drainage patterns. Some workers have labored under the assumption that 
the vertebrate fossils of the Smoky Hill Chalk occur mainly in the upper-
most fraction of the member (Russell, 1975). This is simply not so. Admit-
tedly, the bulk of specimens in some collections are from the upper zones 
because these zones generally produce complete specimens. To a worker 
unfamiliar with these deposits, it might therefore appear from certain col-
lections that the lower zones are nearly barren. Experience easily dispels 
this illusion. Hardly any major exposure of this member will fail to pro-
duce diagnostic vertebrate remains. 
But this is not to say that all vertebrate taxa are uniformly distributed 
within the Smoky Hill Chalk Member. The first author to note that 
vertebrate taxa may be differntially distributed within this member was 
S.W. Williston. He observed that birds, turtles, Nyctosaurus, and 
Clidastes were more numerous in the upper part whic~ he designated the 
H esperornis beds, and that Ptychodus was more common in the lower or 
Rudistes ( = Durania) beds (Williston, 1897). Concerning the 
characteristically poor stratigraphic data recorded by vertebrate collec-
tors of his day, he said ( 1897), "I need not call the attention of future col-
lectors to the importance of locating the horizon of specimens more ac-
curately than has been before." Unfortunately, this injunction has 
generally gone unheeded. Although collecting has continued to the pre-
sent day, Bardack observed (1976) that stratigraphic data is available for 
few of the vertebrate taxa in the Niobrara. After three-quarters of a cen-
tury all that could be added to Williston's observation was that Pro-
tosphyraena is either more common in, or restricted to, the lower part of 
the member (Bardack, 1965). Russell (1967) throught that a division of 
this member might be possible, with Platecarpus ictericus, Tylosaurus 
proriger, and Clidastes propython occuring in the upper part, and 
Platecarpus coryphaeus, Tylosaurus nepaolicus, and Clidastes liodontus 
in the lower. I am aware of exceptions to this stratigraphic distribution 
which cause me to regard it with a degree of skepticism. 
The actinopterygian fish, Protosphyraena, which was the subject of 
Bardack's comment, is in fact distributed throughout the Smoky Hill 
Chalk Member. It is a relatively common fish in this member. I intend 
here to document and elaborate my earlier contention that the pectoral 
fins of the species Protosphyraena are useful biostratigraphic tools within 
the Niobrara Formation (Stewart, 1979). I here recognize informal units 
within the Smoky Hill Chalk, and maintain that the stratigraphic 
distribution of Prostosphyraena species in the midcontinent is largely con-
sistent with the distribution of these species in Alabama. 
INSTITUTIONS AND ACRONYMS 
The acronyms which appear in this paper refer to the following institu-
tions. 
AMNH American Museum of Natural History, New York, New York 
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FHSM Sternberg Memorial Museum, Fort Hays State University, 
Hays, Kansas 
KUVP Museum of Natural History, University of Kansas, 
Lawrence, Kansas 
LACM Museum of Los Angeles County 
RMM Red Mountain Museum, Birmingham, Alabama 
SDSM Museum of Geology, South Dakota School of Mines and 
Technology, Rapid City, South Dakota 
ECM University of Colorado Museum, Boulder, Colorado 
UNSM University of Nebraska State Museum, Lincoln, Nebraska 
SYSTEMATICS 
The taxonomy of the genus Protosphyraena is far from settled. The 
families Protosphyraenidae and Pachycormidae have been traditionally 
classified among the non-teleostean actinopterygians (within the 
paraphyletic Holostei), but Patterson ( 1973) adduced reasons for teleos-
tean affinities. No work has been done on the alpha-level taxonomy of the 
North American members of this genus for over fifty years, and a com-
plete synthesis has never been produced, although that of Hay (1903) is 
the most complete to date. One of the factors contributing to this confu-
sion is the nature of the fossil record. Most species diagnosis are based 
upon crania, but a few are based on associated or isolated pectoral fins. 
Only rarely is diagnostic cranial material found with fins. Nevertheless, 
the pectoral fins of the taxa occuring in the Smoky Hill Chalk represent at 
least four distinct species. 
The pectoral fin of Protosphyraena pernicosa (Cope, 1874) is long (up 
to 90 cm) and proportionately slender, with course punctae and regular, 
acute serrations or "teeth" on the anterior margins. The fins of this species 
are those commonly figured for the genus (Woodward, 1908, fig. 43; 
Hay, 1903, pl. 1, fig. l; Lehman, 1966, fig. 150). The proximal seven cm 
of the anterior edge are nearly smooth, but this smooth edge soon grades 
into regular acute serrations which continue to the distal terminus. 
Although the distal portion of the fin curves posteriorly, the serrations 
continue to be directed anteriorly and a little medially. 
The pectoral fin of Protosphyraena nitida (Cope, 1872) is short, with 
ornamentation consisting of very fine ridges arranged in short straight 
lines perpendicular to the anterior edge, which is entirely smooth 
(Loomis, pl. 20, fig. l; Hay, 1903, fig. 3). The pectoral fin of this taxon is 
the smallest of the Niobrara species, never exceeding 35 cm. Pro-
tosphyraena obliquidens Loomis, 1900 is most probably a junior synonym 
of this taxon. Unfortunately, the holotype, formerly in the Bayerische 
Staatsammlung, Munich, was lost or destroyed during World War II. 
Protosphyraena tenuis (Loomis, 1900) has a short (approximately 50 
cm), delicate pectoral fin with moderately coarse ornamentation and 
regular subdued serrations which begin in the first three to five cm of the 
anterior edge. These serrations become progressively smaller in the distal 
half, and the anterior edge, for its distal 8-14 cm, is uninterrupted (see 
Hay, 1903, pl. 1, fig. 2). 
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Protosphyraena gladius ( Cope, 1873) has a massive pectoral fin which 
may attain a length of slightly over a meter, excluding the radials. The fin 
is also proportionately quite deep, up to 25 cm at the proximal end. The 
anterior edge is thickened, has a wedge-shaped cross section which has an 
acute apex, and often has large irregular notches. Cope (1875) said of one 
of these fins, "This is a formidable weapon, and could be readily used to 
split wood in its fossilized condition." Hay (1903) stated that "the 
enamelled edge is sharp, sharper than the edge of the regulation table 
knife." In reality there is no enamel on the edge. Yet the structure of the 
anterior edge differs from those of other Protosphyraena species. The 
typical Protosphyraena pectoral fin is composed of the usual halves of 
paired rays. The rays of each half bifurcate and then fuse distally. The 
union of the two halves forms the anterior edge of the fin. The pectoral fin 
of P. gladius shows the typical bifurcation and subsequent refusion of rays 
of each half, but has, between the two layers of rays, an additional 
wedge-shaped ossification that forms the anterior edge. The external ap-
pearance reflects this construction. The grain of the bone throughout 
most of the fin parallels the rays. The rays are oriented obliquely to the 
anterior edge and diminish near the edge. The grain of the bone from the 
distal ends of the rays to the anterior edge is oriented perpendicular to the 
edge. This can be seen in pl. 52, fig. 3 of Cope, 1875. The bones of the 
pectoral girdle and cranium are much larger but less ossified than those of 
other species. Since there are no known jaws or rostra of this species, there 
is no evidence that it possessed the lanceolate rostrum which is 
synapomorphic for this genus. Therefore, this taxon may prove to war-
rant separate generic status. If so, the only available generic designation 
would be Ichthypriapis (Hibbard, 1944) (see discussion in Schultze and 
others, 1982). Protosphyraena gigas (Stewart, 1899) is a junior synonym 
of this taxon. 
The problems with interpreting isolated bits of Protosphyraena fossils 
have not only contributed to taxonomic confusion, but have also 
generated debate over the possible original appearance of these fish. 
Loomis (1900, fig. 3) provided the first attempt at a reconstruction of Pro-
tosphyraena. He admitted that he borrowed the body profile from Hyp-
socormus and that the pectoral, anal, and caudal fins were based on fins 
of three nominal species, P. pernicosa, P. tenuis (mistaken by Loomis for 
P. nitida), and P. gladius, respectively. Indeed, these fins of the 
reconstruction were based on fins of three valid species, and the 
reconstruction is certainly in error. Hay (1903) first noted that the caudal 
fin of the reconstruction was actually a pectoral fin. Nonetheless, some 
authors continued to reproduce this faulty reconstruction (Gregory, 1951, 
fig. 9.25; Russell, 1977, p. 33; Thurmond and Jones, 1981, fig. 41). It is 
unfortunate that this reconstruction is not the mental image which the 
name Protosphyraena commonly evokes. 
STRATIGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 
While curating fossil fishes in the collection of the University of Kansas, 
I noticed an apparent pattern in the geographic and stratigraphic occur-
rences of the four species mentioned above. To test this pattern, I began a 
special effort to collect these fins throughout the stratigraphic extent of 
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the Smoky Hill Chalk. I also surveyed private and institutional collections 
for specimens of Protosphyraena fins with sufficient locality data to deter-
mine the biostratigraphic subdivision from which they came. Criteria for 
usefulness of locality data vary from county to county. The designations 
Wallace or Logan counties, for example, are sufficient to place the locali-
ty in or above the zone of Platyceramus platinus s.s.; and only horizons 
containing Volviceramus grandis crop out in Ellis County. But a variety 
of horizons occur in Phillips, Rooks, Graham, Trego, Gove, and Lane 
counties. Consequently, more accurate locality data were required in 
these counties for the occurrences to be judged useful. The list of 
specimens with definite stratigraphic provenience was narrowed to 85 
specimens from the Niobrara and Pierre Formations of Kansas. The 
specimen numbers and localities for these are listed by locality in Table 1. 
Plate 1 illustrates their areal distribution in the context of a two-fold 
biostratigraphic subdivision of the Smoky Hill Chalk. Figure 1 sum-
marizes the ranges of the four Protosphyraena species. 
Protosphyraena pernicosa is common in the easternmost-exposed and 
stratigraphically lowest part of the Smoky Hill Chalk in Kansas. The 
typical inoceramid pelecypod of this horizon is V olviceramus grandis ( = 
I. involtus of Scott and Cobban, 1964). Platyceramus platinus s. l. also oc-
curs in this horizon. The lower part of the zone of Volviceramus grandis 
which produces P. pernicosa is here informally designated horizon A. It 
probably corresponds to division C of Miller (1968) and is of late Conia-
cian age (Scott and Cob ban, 1964; Obradovich and Cobban, 1975). 
Localities in the upper fifth of the zone of Volviceramus grandis pro-
duce Protosphyraena nitida, P. tenuis, and P. gladius. I informally 
designate this part of the Smoky Hill Chalk stratigraphic section as 
horizon B. Protosphyraena pernicosa probably does not appear in this 
horizon, although it cannot be definitely precluded. It is possible that 
future collecting and more accurate stratigraphic data will conclusively 
demonstrate that the three former Protosphyraena species first occur 
slightly above P. pernicosa. Such seems to be the case in sections 22, 27, 
and 34, Tl4S, R26W, and sections 8 and 17, Tl5S, R26W, Gove County. 
But the available specimens are not sufficinet to settle the matter at all 
pertinent localities. Horizon Bis of late Coniacian age and seems roughly 
equivalent to division D of Miller, 1968. It terminates about 50 m above 
the base of the Smoky Hill Chalk Member (Hattin, 1965, 1982). 
Spinaptychus makes its first appearance in the Smoky Hill Chalk in 
horizon B. Kennedy and Klinger (1972) presented evidence that Spinap-
tychus is the aptychus of Texanites. Several of these aptychi have been 
collected less than 5 m below the base of the zone of Cladoceramus un-
dulatoplicatus (uppermost Coniacian or basal Santonian indicator) in 
Gove and Trego counties. Exposures of the Niobrara Formation near 
Pueblo, Colorado did not produce any texanitid ammonites below the 
lowest occurrence of C. undulatoplicatus. But Protexanites and C. un-
dulatoplicatus both make their first appearances there in the base of the 
Middle Shale unit (Scott and Cob ban, 1964). Texanites does not appear 
until much higher stratigraphically in that rock unit. It is therefore possi-
ble that specimens of Spinaptychus from below the zone of C. un-
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dulatoplicatus are aptychi of Protexanites. If Volviceramus grandis ( = V. 
involuntus of some authors) terminates at the Coniacian-Santonian boun-
dary as Obradovich and Cobban (1975) and Kauffman (1975) indicate, 
Spinaptychus is not invariably a Santonian guide as argued by Kennedy 
and Klinger ( 1972). Others consider that V. grandis contiqued into the 
lower Santonian (Battin, 1982). This would mean that Spinaptychus 
found within the upper part of the Volviceramus grandis zone would not 
necessarily be of pre-Santonian age. 
I have detected no overlap between the zones of V olviceramus grandis 
and Cladoceramus undulatoplicatus. The zone of the latter taxon is 
relatively narrow. For the purpose of this study, it is here designated 
horizon C and is probably equivalent to division E of Miller, 1968. It is 
not apparent whether horizon C should be allied with horizon B or D, 
since the only Protosphyraena fin known to be from this horizon is of P. 
tenuis (KUVP 60616), which is also common to horizons B and D. The 
critical question is the presence or absence of P. nitida. Unless future 
research demonstrates that P. nitida is in thi.; horizon, I assume it to be 
restricted to horizon B. Since P. gladius occurs above and below horizon 
C, I assume that it will eventually be found in that horizon as well. 
Horizon D, the stratigraphically highest and westernmost-exposed 
horizon of the Smoky Hill Chalk in Kansas, yields only Protosphyraena 
gladius and P. tenuis. Platyceramus platinus s.s. is the abundant in-
oceramid in most of this horizon. Toward the top of Horizon D, P. 
platinus disappears. Horizon Dis of middle Santonian to Early Campa-
nian age, and probably includes divisions F through H of Miller, 1968. 
Protosphyraena tenuis probably does not continue into the Sharon Springs 
Shale Member of the Pierre Formation, but P. gladius does (Stewart, 
1899), although it is not abundant. I have also identified a specimen of P. 
gladius from the Pierre Shale of South Dakota (SDSM 7033) and Wyom-
ing (UCM 55412). In the context of an informal Protosphyraena 
biostratigraphy, the Pierre Shale lies in horizon E, defined by the occur-
rence of no Protosphyraena species other than P. gladius. Horizon D 
begins in the upper part of Williston's Rudistes beds but includes all of his 
Hesperornis beds. 
The only published exception to this stratigraphic arrangement is that 
of Loomis (1900) who published figures both of Protosphyraena tenuis 
and P. obliquidens ( = P. nitida) in a collection said to have been made by 
C.H. Sternberg in the vicinity of Elkader in Logan County. Exposures in 
this area lie within horizon D where only P. tenuis and P. gladius should 
be found. Not only is P. nitida out of place in this horizon, but the fish 
which Loomis (1900) named Thryptodus and Syntegmodus are also 
limited to lower horizons. While it is impossible to prove the universal 
negative, it seems more probable that Mr. Sternberg included in his col-
lection specimens that were found a considerable distance from Elkader. 
Recognition of this pattern of stratigraphic distribution of Pro-
tosphyraena species answers the question raised by Bardach ( 1965) of 
whether Protosphyraena is restricted to lower beds of the Smoky Hill 
Chalk or whether it is merely more common there. Unquestionably, the 
genus occurs throughout the entire formation. Forty-nine percent of the 
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specimens I studied came from horizon A, 24 % from horizon B, 1 % from 
horizon C, and 26% from horizon D. Since Horizon D encompasses more 
than the upper half of the member, Protosphyraena is definitely more 
common in the lower part of the Smoky Hill Chalk. 
It is not presently possible to extend this Protosphyraena zonation to 
pre-Niobrara rocks in Kansas. The only published account of an older 
Protosphyraena occurrence in North America is that of a rostrum from the 
Greenhorn Formation in Kansas (Stewart, 1898). 
In an effort to verify whether the stratigraphic occurrence of Pro-
tosphyraena species might be similar in other North American Upper 
Cretaceous horizons, I examined Protosphyraena specimens from the 
Selma Group in Alabama. Aside from this group and the Niobrara For-
mation, no North American deposits have produced a significant sample 
of Protosphyraena fins. 
Several specimens of Protosphyraena fins are known from the 
Mooreville Chalk and Demopholis Chalk formations of the Selma Group 
of Alabama. It is necessary to consider invertebrate fossils to establish the 
temporal relationships of the Mooreville and Niobrara formations. 
Scaphites hippocrepis, an early Campanian ammonite, occurs in both the 
uppermost horizon of the Smoky Hill Chalk in Colorado (Scott and Cob-
ban, 1964) and the lower part of the Blufftown Formation (Owens and 
others, 1970), a lateral equivalent of the Mooreville Formation 
(Copeland, 1968). This observation would indicate that at least the bulk 
of the Mooreville Formation is younger than the Smoky Hill Chalk. Addi-
tional evidence is provided by Marsupites, a crinoid of the latest Santo-
nian, which occurs in the Tombigbee Sands of Mississippi (Springer, 
1911). In Alabama the Tombigbee Sands underlie the Mooreville Forma-
tion. It is thus evident that the Mooreville Formation is Camanian in age 
and younger than all but perhaps the uppermost horizons of the Smoky 
Hill Chalk. If the stratigraphic distribution of Protosphyraena species 
were the same in the Mississippi Embayment as in Kansas, the only pec-
toral fins to be expected would be those of Protosphyraena gladius and 
perhaps P. tenuis. 
Of five Mooreville pectoral fins I examined (FMNH P 27363, FMNH P 
27364, FMNH P 27365, and KUVP 50179), are those of Protosphyraena 
gladius, as was to be expected. But one (FMNH PF 50179) is clearly P. 
nitida. Since the latter taxon occurs in Kansas only in a rather restricted 
horizon near the middle of the Niobrara Chalk, its occurrence in the 
Mooreville in or above the zone of Scaphites hippocrepis was quite unex-
pected. In light of the distribution of numerous other vertebrate and in-
vertebrate taxa, the most parsimonious explanation for this anomaly is 
that P. nitida occurs later in the Mississippi Embayment than in the 
Western Interior. This arrangement is similar to the stratigraphic range of 
the selachian Ptychodus mortoni in North America. In Kansas, P. mortoni 
is unknown above the zone of Clioscaphites choteauensis (Late San-
toniuan) in the middle of the Smoky Hill Chalk. Ptychodus mortoni is the 
latest occuring species of the genus in North America, and its termination 
in the Santonian of Kansas also marks the extinction of Ptychodus in the 
Western Interior. However, in the Mississippi Embayment, P. mortoni 
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certainly ranges into the Lower Campanian Mooreville Formation. Its 
range also reportedly extends into sediments of Maestrichtian age at 
Prairie Bluff, Mississippi (Morton, 1842; Applegate, 1970), although 
Meyer (1974) expressed reservations concerning these records. 
It should be noted here that the identification of FMNH PF3545 as a 
pectoral fin of Protosphyraena nitida lends credence to Applegate' s ten-
tative identification of a rostrom of P. nitida from the Mooreville Forma-
tion (Applegate, 1970). Protosphyraena gladius has not been reported 
previously from the Selma Group, or from any other deposit outside of 
Kansas. The only additional record of P. gladius I have identified from 
beyond the borders of Kansas is the above-mentioned specimens(SDSM 
7033 and UCM 55412) from the Pierre Shale of South Dakota and Wyom-
ing, respectively, and four from Mississippi, discussed below. 
Only one of the Alabama specimens (RMM 2794) comes from above the 
Mooreville Chalk. This specimen was collected in the zone of Exogyra 
ponderosa in the lower unnamed member of the Demopolis Chalk Forma-
tion (G. Bell, Jr., pers. com., 1986), and is of late Campanian age. 
George Phillips collected four specimens in what is probably the basal 
Demopolis Chalk of Mississippi (G. Phillips, pers. com., 1987). These are 
the latest known occurrences of this taxon. 
The sequence of Protosphyraena species in the Niobrara Formation of 
Kansas is probably a reflection of more general trends of local extinction 
and invasion. Protosphyraena pernicosa apparently suffered at least local 
extinction prior to the zone of Cladoceramus undulatoplicatus and is not 
known outside of Kansas. Protosphyraena nitida was certainly extinct 
locally before the Santonian zone of Platyceramus platinus s.s., and may 
have become so by the zone of Cladoceramus undulatoplicatus. Many 
lower Smoky Hill Chalk taxa are last observed in the zone of P. nitida, 
and many upper Smoky Hill Chalk and lower Pierre Shale taxa first occur 
just below or just above the base of the zone of Platyceramus platinus s.s. 
This stratigraphic distribution of Protosophyraena species may even-
tually facilitate the association of cranial remains with their correct pec-
toral fin morphs. Perhaps, through correlation of relative abundances or 
from actual association of pectoral fins with hypural plates, correct 
specific assignments might now be deduced for the many fused hypural 
plates of Protosphyraena which have not been specifically identified. 
Continued collecting in the Niobrara Formation and other North 
American Cretaceous rock units with special attention to stratigraphy will 
undoubtedly produce an enhanced picture of the temporal and 
geogrpahic distribution of Protosphyraena species as well as other 
vertebrate taxa. The recently published study of the stratigraphy of the 
Smoky Hill Chalk (Battin, 1982) removes any excuse for future collections 
of vertebrate fossils from this unit without adequate stratigraphic 
documentation. 
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Table 1 
Locality Horizon(s) Specimens Collected 
Present 
SMOKY HILL CHALK 
Phillips County 
Sec 13 & 14, T5S, Rl8W A P. pernicosa: 2 specimens, 
Eaves collection. 
Rooks County 
Sec 1 & 12, T6S, Rl9W D P. tenuis: KUVP 49529 
South Fork of Solomon River A P. pernicosa: AMNH 1901 
E ½ Sec 13, TlOS, Rl9W A P. pernicosa: KUVP 
40294, 40295, 55591 
Sec 11, TlOS, Rl9W A P. pernicosa: l specimen, 
Baumgartner collection 
NE ¼ Sec 14, TlOS, Rl9W A P. pernicosa: KUVP 
40296, 55590 
SW ¼ Sec 14, TlOS, Rl9W A P. pernicosa: KUVP 60604 
TlOS, Rl9W A LACM 126004, 126005 
SW ¼ Sec 22, TlOS, Rl9W A P. pernicosa: 1 specimen, 
Palmberg collection 
Spring Creek A P. pernicosa: AMNH 2009 
Ellis County 
18 mi. NW Ellis A P. pernicosa: UNSM 
2-9-9-37 
8 mi. NW Ellis A P. pernicosa: AMNH 2058 
Graham County 
NW ¼ Sec 10, TBS, R23W D P. gladius: KUVP 439 
SE 1/• Sec 27, TlOS, R23W D P. tenuis: not collected 
Trego County 
NW ¼ Sec 23, TllS, R23W C P. tenuis: KUVP 60616 
Sec 29, Tl3S, R25W A P. pernicosa: KUVP 356 
W ½ Sec 3 or E ½ Sec 4, A P. pernicosa: KUVP 432 
Tl4S, R25W 
SE ¼ Sec 9, Tl4S, R25W A P. pernicosa: KUVP 
13706, 49511, 56614 
NE ¼ Sec 13, Tl4S, R25W A P. pernicosa: KUVP 49422 
NW¼ Sec 23, NE¼ Sec 22, A P. pernicosa: KUVP 372 
or SE ¼ Sec 14, Tl4S, R24W 
S ½ Sec 9, W ½ Sec 15, or A,B P. pernicosa: KUVP 363, 
Sec 16, Tl4S, R25W 56603; P. tenuis: KUVP 
426 
W ½ Sec 16, Tl4S, R25W A,B P. tenuis: KUVP 49549 
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E ½ Sec 16, Tl4S, R25W A,B P. pernicosa: KUVP 
64496, 64497 
Sec 16, Tl4S, R25W A,B P. nitida: 1 specimen, 
A. Dick collection 
W ½ Sec 15, Tl4S, R25W A,B P. pemicosa: KUVP 
49512, 56601, 56602, 
56611; P. nitida: KUVP 
417 
E ½ Sec 3 or E ½ Sec 4, A,B P. nitida: KUVP 374 
Tl4S, R25W 
Sec 17, 20, or 29, Tl4S, A P. pemicosa: KUVP 424, 
R25W 13588 
NE ¼, SW ¼ Sec 18, Tl4S, A,B P. nitida: FHSM VP-3251 
R25W 
NW ½, SE ¼ Sec 18, Tl4S, A,B P. pernicosa: FHSM 
R25W VP-4510 
Sec 3 or 10, Tl5S, R25W A,B P. nitida: KUVP 505 
Sec 8 or 9, Tl5S, R26W A P. pernicosa: FHSM VP-80 
Sec 2, Tl4S, R26W or Sec D P. tenuis: KUVP 55587 
35, Tl3S, R26W 
Lane County 
Sec 11 or 12, Tl6S, R28W B,C P. tenuis: KUVP 84807 
NE ¼ Sec 23, Tl6S, R28W D P. gladius: KUVP 84867 
NE ¼ Sec 6, Tl6S, R28W B P. nitida: KUVP 12490 
Gove County 
E ½ Sec 22, Tl4S, R26W B P. nitida: KUVP 
55588, 55589 
Sec 22 or 27, Tl4S, R26W B P. nitida: KUVP 49515 
E ½ Sec 27, Tl4S, R26W B P. gladius: KUVP 49505 
Sec 27 or 34, Tl4S, R26W A P. pemicosa: KUVP 
49550, 49551 
Sec 11, 15, 22, 23, 26, 31 or A,B P. pemicosa: KUVP 366, 
35, Tl4S, R26W 369, 425, 426, 440; P. 
tenuis: KUVP 427, 429 
E ½ Sec 17, Tl5S, R26W A,B P. nitida: KUVP 60603 
SE ¼, SE¼ Sec 17, Tl5S, A,B P. nitida: KUVP 64495 
R26W 
Sec 16, Tl5S, R26W B,C P. nitida: KUVP 60615 
N ½ Sec 16 or 17, Tl5S, A,B P. pemicosa: KUVP 
R26W 55493; 1 specimen, Neas 
collection 
Sec 21, Tl5S, R26W A,B P. pemicosa: FHSM 
VP-7623 
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South of Martin Canyon and A,B, P. pernicosa: KUVP 431 
Smoky Hill River C 
SW¼, SW¼ Sec 6, Tl5S, D P. gladius: KUVP 65702 
R30W 
SE ¼ Sec 30, Tl5S, R30W D P. tenuis: KUV.P 55586 
Sec 24, Tl4S, R31 W D P. gladius: KUVP 66692 
Sec 15 or 22, Tl4S, R31 W D P. tenuis: KUVP 55617, 
65703 
SE ¼ Sec 15 or NE ¼ D P. tenuis: KUVP 70216 
Sec 22, Tl4S, R31W 
Logan County 
Beaver Creek D P. tenuis: KUVP 430 
Elkader D P. tenuis: AMNH 211 
SW ¼ Sec 16, Tl5S, R34W D P. gladius: KUVP 60692 
Sec 30, Tl3S, R35W D P. gladius: KUVP 60620 
Fossil Spring Canyon D P. gladius: AMNH 2064 
Butte Creek D P. tenuis: AMNH 205 
Logan County D P. gladius: KUVP 465, 
13995; LACM 126520 
PIERRE SHALE 
Sec 8, Tl2S, R36W, E P. gladius: KUVP 375 
Logan County, Kansas 
South Dakota E P. gladius: SDSM 7033 
Red Bird, Niobrara County, E P. gladius: UCM 55412 
Wyoming 
MOOREVILLE CHALK 
Crawford Farm, west of E P. gladius: FMNH 
highway 13, Hale County, P 27363 
Alabama 
Township 28, west of E P. gladius: FMNH P 27364 
highway 13, Hale County, 
Alabama 
Moore Farm, Dallas County, E P. gladius: FMNH 
Alabama P 27365 
Marion Junction, Barber E P. gladius: KUVP 50179 
County, Alabama 
Hale's Farm, 1 mile north E P. nitida: FMNH 
PF 3545 
DEMOPOLIS CHALK 
NE¼, SW¼, SW¼ Sec 7, E P. gladius: RMM 2794 
Tl4N, Rl2E, Lowndes 
County, Alabama 
W½, NE¼, Sec 34, Tl6N, E P. gladius: 4 specimens, 
Noxubee County, Mississippi G. Phillips collection 
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Cyperophyllum walkerii Gen. et Sp. Nov. (Cyperaceae), 
a Fossil Sedge Leaf from the Miocene of Kansas 
Joseph R. Thomasson 
Department of Biological Sciences, 
Fort Hays State Museums 
Fort Hays State University, 
Hays, Kansas 67601-4099 
ABSTRACT 
A fossil sedge leaf is described from the Ash Hollow Formation 
(Miocene), Ogallala Group of northwestern Kansas. Cyperophyllum 
walkerii, gen. nov., sp. nov. exhibits prickles, long cells with sinuous 
lateral and end walls, cone-shaped silica bodies with satellites, and 
paracytic stomata with low dome-shaped, elongate subsidiary cells. This 
is the first undoubted sedge leaf described from the fossil record. 
INTRODUCTION 
The family Cyperaceae is a group of perennial, or rarely annual, herbs 
usually found in damp or wet boggy, marshy, or riparian habitats. A 
large, cosmopolitan family of approximately 90 genera and 4000 species, 
it is particularly common in cool temperate and subarctic regions 
(Heywood, 1978). Although moderately represented in the fossil record 
(Eocene-Pleistocene) by fruits, no undoubted records of vegetative fossils 
(e.g., leaves, rhizomes, etc.) of this family are known. 
Late Tertiary deposits in central North America have yielded a wide ar-
ray of fossil plants. These include the reproductive structures of grasses 
(e.g., anthoecia or husks), borages (e.g., nutlets), and hackberries (e.g., 
endocarp), and, less commonly, those of pondweeds and arrowheads 
(e.g., seeds) and sedges (e.g., achenes) (Elias, 1942; Frye, Leonard, and 
Swineford, 1956; Thomasson, 1979). Occasionally found and showing ex-
quisitely preserved micromorphological features when studied with light 
and scanning electron microscopy are leaf fragments of grasses 
(Thomasson, 1984) and dicotyledons (Thomasson, unpublished data). 
An extremely rich floral and faunal association has been discovered 
recently in the Ash Hollow Formation (Miocene) at the Minium Quarry in 
Graham County, Kansas (Thomasson, Nelson, and Zakrzewski, 1986). 
Animals from the site include horses, rhinoceroses, felids, rodents, birds, 
amphibians, and fishes; and plants include grasses, sedges, pondweeds, 
arrowheads, borages, chenopods, and hackberries. Although the majority 
of the plant fossils are the remains of reproductive structures (e.g., floral 
bracts, seeds, and so forth), a significant number of stem and leaf 
fragments have been found. The purpose of this paper is to describe a 
fossil sedge leaf from the site; it is the first documented sedge leaf de-
scribed from the fossil record. 
SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTION 
Family Cyperaceae 
Genus Cyperophyllum nov. gen. 
Cyperophyllum walkerii nov. sp. 
Plate 1, Figs. 1-8 
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Generic diagnosis: Cyperophyllum Thomasson, gen. nov. A genus 
represented by fossil leaves showing microfeatures diagnostic of the 
Cyperaceae. Surface of the leaf with cone-shaped silica bodies, long cells, 
small prickles, and stomata. No internal features observed. 
Specific diagnosis: Cyperophyllum walkerii, Thomasson, sp. nov._ Sur-
face A (? adaxial): long cells (Figs . 2-3,6) rectangular and with strongly 
sinuous lateral and end walls, length 58-98 pm, width of central cell area 
of cell less lateral sinuous projections 10-17 pm; prickles (Figs. 1-3,5) with 
rounded bases, length 42-62 pm, width 22-42 pm; silica bodies (Figs. 2-4) 
cone-shaped with a square base, often with several smaller satellite bodies 
(Fig. 4), length of main silica body 11-18 pm, width 10-13 pm, usually 
2-3 silica bodies in each long cell. Surface B (? abaxial): similar to ?adaxial 
surface with long cells (fig. 6), but lacking prickles and having paracytic 
stomata (Fig. 7-8) in linear files separated by two or more long cells; 
stomata more or less oval-shaped, length 32-35 pm, width including sub-
sidiary cells 18-21 pm; subsidiary cells narrow and elongate (Fig. 8); 
silica bodies not observed. No internal features observed. 
Holotype.-JRT scanning electron microscopy specimen BP958g. 
Paratypes.-JRT scanning electron microscopy specimens BPs 949e, 
949f, and 958b. 
Occurrence.-Ogallala Group, Ash Hollow Formation, in uncon-
solidated tan sands that contain vertebrates at the late Miocene Minium 
Quarry in Graham County, Kansas. 
Etymology of specific epithet.-walkerii, for Mr. Myrl V. Walker, 
scientist, teacher, and adviser. Mr. Walker's intense interest in the earth 
sciences and his eagerness to share it with others broadened and enhanced 
immeasureably the undergraduate education of the author. 
DISCUSSION 
Undoubted fossil sedges in the form of fruits are known from several 
geological levels and geographic areas, among these the Pleistocene of 
North America (Rosendahl, 1948) and Europe (Pax, 1906; Bell, 1970, and 
references therein), the Eocene and Oligocene of England and the 
Pliocene to Oligocene of the Soviet Union (Daghlian, 1981, and references 
therein) and the Miocene of North America (Thomasson, 1979, 1983). 
Less well documented are fossil vegetative remains of sedges. 
The earliest reported vegetative fossils that have a possibility of being 
sedges are those described by Heer (1855) from the Miocene of 
Switzerland. These include compression-impression remains of leaves, 
stems, and rhizomes that were variously assigned to Carex, Cyperus, and 
Cyperites. Although several of these fossils resemble sedges macromorph-
ologically, they also resemble grasses , and no unequivocal evidence is 
available to confirm their exact identity. Subsequently, several workers 
have reported probable vegetative sedge fossils (LaMotte, 1952; 
MacGinitie, 1953; Thomasson, 1976), but only one described by 
Daghlain (1981) from the Eocene of Tennessee shows micromorphological 
features (as illustrated with scanning electron microscopy) suggesting a 
relation with the living Cyperaceae. 
The genus Cyperacites was established by Schimper ( 1870) for various 
types of sedge fossils , including leaves, stems, rhizomes, fruits , and 
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flowers. Schimper (1870. p. 413) based Cyperacites on Cyperites 
(" . . . j' ai change en Cyperacites le nom Cyperites . . . "), a genus 
originally established by Lindley and Hutton (1832) for Carboniferous 
lycopod leaves. He selected Cyperacites dubius (Heer, 1855, p. 75) as the 
type of his new genus, but as I have suggested elsewhere (Thomasson, 
1983), the identification of this fossil as a sedge is, as suggested by the 
specific epithet, dubious at best. None of the fossils that have previously 
been assigned to Cyperacites are undoubted sedges, and this genus should 
not be used for fossils for which there is conclusive evidence of a relation 
with the Cyperaceae. Thus, I have erected the genus Cyperophyllum to 
include fossil leaves that can be shown beyond any doubt to be allied cor-
rectly with the Cyperaceae. 
Cyperophyllum walkerii is represented by four leaf fragments pre-
served as three dimensional silicifications and showing well-developed ex-
ternal micromorphological features. The combination of features ex-
hibited by the fragments clearly is diagnostic of the Cyperaceae. Especial-
ly significant of these are the cone-shaped silica bodies that are known to 
occur only in living taxa of the Cyperaceae (Metcalfe, 1971). Further-
more, the parallel arrangement of paracytic stomata in longitudinal files 
alongside well-developed long cells and the absence of short cells are 
features found commonly in the Cyperaceae. 
The micromorphological features of Cyperophyllum walkerii are quite 
similar to those in many living sedges. The prickles With inflated bases 
and short barbs (Figs. 1-3, 5), long cells with sinuous lateral and end walls 
(Figs. 3, 6), silica bodies with a central, elevated cone (Figs. 3-4) and 
small lateral cones (Fig. 4) called satellites (Metcalfe; 1971), and 
paracytic stomata with low dome-shaped subsidiary cells (Figs. 7-8) are 
characteristics found in extant species of as many as 30 genera of the 
Cyperaceae, including such widespread taxa as Carex, Cyperus, and Scir-
pus. Thus, a determination of exact relations of the fossil with living taxa 
awaits additional information (e.g., internal anatomical features). 
The presence of sedge leaves in the flora from the Minium Quarry site is 
not unexpected, since a large number of achenes · of at least four distinct 
taxa of sedges have been recovered there (Thomasson, Nelson, and 
Zakrzewski, 1986). Considering the distribution of living sedges, the fossil 
leaves and fruits suggest a marshy or aquatic habitat at the site during the 
Miocene, and the further association of these with fossil seeds of pond-
weed (Midravalva) and arrowhead (Sagittaria) supports this interpreta-
tion. 
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PLATE 1 \ . , .. 
Figures 1-4. Cyperophyllum walkerii Thomasson, sp. nov. , holotype. 
1. Top view ( x 23) of ?adaxial surface, JRT SEM BP958g. 
2-3. Top views ( x 180 and 580, respectively) of ?adaxial surface, JRT SEM BP958g, show-
ing prickles (p) , silica bodies (s) , and rows of long cells (l). 
4. Oblique view ( x 1650) of ?adaxial surface, JRT SEM BP958g, showing silica cells with 
central, elevated cone and small, lateral satellites (s). 
Figures 5-8. Cyperophyllum walkerii Thomasson, sp. nov., paratype. 
5. Top view ( x 29) of specimen showing both ?adaxial (a) and ?abaxial (bl, b2, b3) 
views, JRT SEM BP949f. 
6. Top view ( x 750) of ?adaxial surface showing long cells with strongly sinuous lateral 
and end walls, JRT SEM BP949f, a. 
7. Top view ( x 380) of ?abaxial surface showing rows of stomata (s) , JRT SEM BP949f, 
bl. 
8. Enlargement ( x 1820) of area at arrow in fig. 7 showing stomata with narrow, 
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ABSTRACT 
The Codell Sandstone (Cretaceous) in Kansas can be subdivided into 
three distinct lithofacies: the King Hill, Waldo Hill, and Antonino facies. 
The King Hill facies was deposited during progradation of a regressive, 
northwest-trending, barrier-island complex. The regressive complex com-
prises an upward-coarsening sequence that formed in the inferred beach 
environments of lower, middle, and upper shoreface and foreshore. Trace 
fossils in the Codell may be referred to the Cruziana ichnofacies and are 
characteristic of littoral to shallow sublittoral zones. Overlying the King 
Hill barrier sequence is the lagoonal Waldo Hill facies consisting of dark-
gray to brown, silty shales. This regressive complex is overlain by basal, 
transgressive sandstones of the Antonino facies. 
The petrology of the Codell Sandstone is a subarkosic wacke. Most of 
the Codell detritus was derived from cherty Paleozoic limestones, sand-
stones, and shales that bordered the Late Cretaceous sea to the east. Part 
of the Codell detritus was also derived from wind blown, volcanic ash, 
with a source area in the Cordilleran region of the western United States. 
GENERAL STRATIGRAPHY 
The name "Codell sandstone bed" was first introduced by Bass (1926) 
for a sandstone in the upper part of the Blue Hill Shale in northern Ellis 
County, Kansas and a type section (NE¼, Sec. 3, TllS, Rl 7W) was 
established 8 km south of the town of Codell. Dane and Pierce (1933) 
elevated the Codell to member status within the Carlile Shale and in 
1943, the Kansas Geological Survey adopted this change in rank. 
In Kansas, the Codell Sandstone is one of four members of the Carlile 
Shale that includes, in ascending order, the Fairport Chalk Member, the 
Blue Hill Shale Member, the Codell Sandstone Member, and the Juana 
Lopez Member. The Blue Hill Shale Member is a dark-gray, slightly-silty, 
fissile shale. Macrofossils are uncommon, but ammonites are locally 
abundant in certain concretionary zones. The Blue Hill-Codell contact is 
sharp and undulatory in Jewell, Smith, and northern Osborne counties. 
However, in most other areas the Blue Hill Shale grades upward into the 
Codell Sandstone and the contact is placed at an increase in slope, or a 
change in color. The weathered color of the Codell is yellowish-gray in 
contrast to the olive-gray weathered color of the Blue Hill. 
Overlying the Codell in southwestern Hamilton County is a sandy, 
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light-brown, crystalline limestone identified by Hattin (1975) as the 
Juana Lopez Member of the Carlile Shale. The presence of abundant 
phosphate pebbles at the top of the Codell suggested to Hattin (1975) that 
the Codell-Juana Lopez contact is disconformable. Elsewhere in Kansas 
the Codell is overlain by the Fort Hays Limestone Member of the 
Niobrara Chalk. The Fort Hays is a thick-bedded, white limestone with 
chalky shale partings. Macrofossils, particularly pelecypods and oysters, 
are common in the limestone. Hattin (1975) presented biostratigraphic 
evidence to show that the Codell-Fort Hays contact is unconformable in 
Kansas and Nebraska and that the lacuna increases in duration in a north-
easterly direction. In westernmost Kansas the youngest Carlile fossils are 
from the zone of Prinonocylcus wyomingensis and the oldest Fort Hays 
fossils from the Inoceramus erectus zone. In northern Nebraska the 
youngest Carlile fossils belong to the Collignoniceras woollgari zone 
whereas the oldest Fort Hays fossils are from the Volviceramus grandis 
zone. Hattin (1975) also found that in northeastern Nebraska sea-floor 
scour had removed the Codell so that the basal beds of the Niobrara rest 
directly on the Blue Hill Shale. 
DISTRIBUTION AND THICKNESS 
The Codell Sandstone crops out in a northeast-southwest trending belt 
from Jewell County on the Kansas-Nebraska border to Hamilton County 
on the Kansas-Colorado border (Figs. 1 and 2). The best exposures are 
located in Ellis County along the Saline and Smoky Hill River valleys. 
McKellar (1962) believed the Codell was present in the subsurface in the 
northwestern sector of Kansas; however, in Hodgeman, Finney, and 
southern Ness counties the Codell appears absent. The Codell has a max-
imum thickness of 12 m in southwest Osborne County and thins from 
there in all directions. 
PREVIOUS WORK 
Published information on the Codell Sandstone in Kansas is rare. Miller 
( 1958), in studying the marine fish, reported that the Codell was 
deposited in a littoral environment. Hattin (1962) and McKeller (1962) 
described the physical stratigraphy of the Codell and concluded that it 
was deposited in a near-shore marine environment. In his detailed 
stratigraphic study of the Codell-Fort Hays contact in Kansas and 
Nebraska, Hattin (1975) concluded from paleontological evidence that 
the contact is unconformable and that the unconformity resulted from 
both erosion and non-deposition in the eastern shelf region of the Western 
Interior Sea. 
In southeastern Colorado the environment of deposition of the Codell 
Sandstone has been determined by Krutak (1970) to be partly supratidal 
and lagoonal. lsopach and lithofacies studies suggest that a major uncon-
formity lies slightly below the top of the Codell. General stratigraphic 
and correlation studies on the Codell in southeastern Colorado have been 
published by Dane, Pierce, and Reeside (1937). 
In south-central Colorado McLane (1982) described the Codell Sand-
stone as forming the upper part of the regressive phase of the Upper 
Cretaceous Greenhorn Cyclothem. He was able to identify a number of 
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distinctive sedimentary facies and completed a reconstruction of the en-
vironments and paleogeography of the Codell depositional system. 
STRATIGRAPHY 
In Kansas the Codell Sandstone consists of three distinct lithofacies now 
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referred to as the King Hill facies, the Waldo Hill facies, and the An-
tonino facies. The King Hill facies was so named because it is best 
developed at the type section of the Codell Sandstone. The Waldo Hill 
and Antonino facies were named for the towns of Waldo and Antonino 
where the represented facies are best exposed. In addition to lithologic 
differences, each facies contains a different assemblage of sedimentary 
structures, trace fossils, and ~ody fossils. 
The King Hill facies is a fine- to very fine-grained, argillaceous sand-
stone. Primary sedimentary structures are common and include £laser 
bedding, lenticular bedding, medium to la.rge scale trough cross-bedding, 
and scour and fill structures. Trace fossils are abundant and include 
Chondrites, Planolites, Teichichnus, Thalassinoides, and Trichichnus. 
Shark teeth are common body fossils. In the upper part of the facies small 
sandstone-filled channels are sometimes present. 
The Waldo Hill facies is a dark-gray to brown, noncalcareous, slightly 
silty, evenly laminated, fissile shale. The facies is geographically 
restricted to the southwestern corner of Osborne County where the unit 
averages 1.5 min thickness. No fossils (body or trace) were located in the 
unit. 
In general, the Antonino facies is a fine-grained, calcareous, 
argillaceous sandstone. In south-central Kansas, thin, 1 to 5 cm, 
limestone beds are interbedded with fine-grained, rippled sandstones. 
Small scale ripple cross-bedding, scour and fill structures, bony fish teeth, 
shark teeth, wood fragments, and the trace fossil Thalassinoides are abun-
dant. 
KING HILL FACIES 
Lithology 
Along the Saline River Valley in northern Ellis County, the King Hill 
facies can be subdivided into three distinct lithologic units (Fig. 3). The 
lower unit occupies 3 to 3.5 m of the facies and consists of very fine-
grained, yellow-gray, argillaceous sandstones interbedded with silty, 
fissile shales. Sandstone beds average 15 cm near the base but gradually 
thicken upsection, ultimately grading upward into sandstones of the mid-
dle unit. Bed contacts are sharp, slightly undulatory, and probably ero-
sional. Upsection, the sandstones become less argillaceous. Limonite 
nodules and stains are common throughout. The trace fossil Chondrites, 
though not abundant, is present in some of the upper sandstone beds. 
Bioturbate structures may be abundant in the lower unit; however, the 
sandstones are well-sorted and lack strong grain size contrasts, and trace 
fossils are simply not visibly expressed on the rock surface. The rocks of 
the lower unit weather to form gentle slopes with the more argillaceous 
beds forming small indentations in the weathering profile. 
The lower unit of the King Hill facies grades upward into fine- to very 
fine-grained, highly bioturbated, yellow-gray, argillaceous sandstone of 
the middle unit. Most of the sediments have been so profusely bioturbated 
that very little original stratification is preserved and distinctive burrow 
structures are uncommon. Near the top of the middle unit the degree of 
bioturbation decreases and primary stratification is only locally obscured 
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Figure 3. Stratigraphic section of the type section of the Codell Sandstone. Section KH, 
NE¼ , Sec. 3, TllS, Rl7W, Ellis County, Kansas. 
by biogenic structures. Scour and fill structures and £laser bedding are 
sometimes present. The middle unit averages 3 m in thickness. 
Trace fossils identified from the middle unit include Chondrites, which 
is restricted to the lower half of the middle unit, and Planolites, which is 
present throughout the unit. The rocks of the middle unit weather to form 
steep slightly-rounded slopes. 
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The middle unit of the King Hill facies grades upward into fine-
grained, yellow-gray, evenly laminated, argillaceous sandstones of the 
upper unit. Most of the unit is poorly cemented but the rocks are hard and 
brittle when dry, and weather to form steep slopes that boldly stand out 
on the outcrop. Laminatons in the upper unit are planar and horizontal, 
and individual sets may be 0.3 to 0.5 m thick. Scour and fill sttuctures and 
faintly-defined medium to large scale trough cross-beds are present local-
ly. Deep vertical burrows of Teichichnus are the most abundant biogenic 
structures. At section ElH (Fig. 1) Trichichnus is present near the top of 
the unit. The upper unit averages 2.5 m in thickness. 
At sections ElH and ElP in northern Ellis County (Fig. 1), the upper 
beds of the upper unit are incised by small sandstone-filled channels. The 
channel at section ElH measures 7 m wide and 1.8 m deep, whereas the 
channel at section ElP has a width of 9 m and a depth of 1.2 m. The chan-
nels are filled with fine- to medium-grained, cross-bedded sand. Lag 
deposits of mud pebbles, fish bones, and fish scales are present at the base 
of each channel, while Thalassinoides and escape traces are scattered 
throughout. 
At section ElP the upper 25 cm of the channel is filled with lenticular 
bedded, fine-grained, argillaceous sandstone. The individual beds are ap-
proximately 4 cm thick and are ripple cross-bedded and £laser bedded. 
Outside of northern Ellis County the King Hill facies consists predominat-
ly of a fine-grained, argillaceous siltstone that lacks the characteristic 
bedding types and trace fossils that are present in northern Ellis County. 
Paleontology 
Body fossils are scarce in the King Hill facies and consist primarily of 
cartilaginous and bony fish teeth; few are abraded. Two crab carapaces 
(Linuparus canadaensis) were found in the upper unit at section ElH. 
The crabs are well preserved and show no signs of abrasion. Miller (1958) 
found an elopid fish in the upper unit near section ElH. No body fossils 
were found in the lower unit of the King Hill facies. 
Trace fossils are abundant in the King Hill facies and include, in order 
of decreasing abundance: Teichichnus, Thalassinoides, Trichichnus, 
Planolites, and Chondrites. Most of the traces are well-preserved and are 
restricted to specific stratigraphic intervals. 
Boundaries, Distribution, and Thickness 
Where present, the King Hill facies forms the base of the Codell Sand-
stone (Fig. 4). The contact with the underlying Blue Hill Shale is ar-
bitrarily placed but the upper contact is sharp and undulatory and pro-
bably erosional. The King Hill facies is sharply overlain by the Antonino 
facies throughout most of the outcrop area. Locally, the top of the King 
Hill facies is scoured. In southwestern Osborne County the King Hill 
facies grades upwards into the Waldo Hill facies. 
The King Hill facies extends south to northern Ness County and north 
to extreme southwestern Osborne County. The best exposures are along 
the Saline River Valley in northern Ellis County where it averages 8 m in 
thickness. A maximum thickness of 10 m was measured in Osborne Coun-
ty. 
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Figure 4. Stylized cross-section of the Codell Sandstone in Kansas. 
WALDO HILL FACIES 
Lithology 
The Waldo Hill facies is a noncalcareous, unfossiliferous, evenly 
laminated, dark-gray to brown, fissile shale. The lower .5 m of the facies 
is slightly silty. Because of the high clay content, the rocks weather to 
form gently, grassy slopes. 
Boundaries, Distribution, and Thickness 
The Waldo Hill facies is underlain by the King Hill facies and overlain 
by the Antonino facies (Fig. 4). The lower contact is gradational and the 
upper contact is sharp and even. The facies is geographically restricted to 




In south-central Kansas the Antonino facies consists of a fine-grained, 
yellow-orange, calcareous, argillaceous sandstone interbedded with thin, 
1 to 5 cm, wavy limestone beds (Fig. 5). A clay matrix is the major bin-
ding agent but small amounts of calcite and limonite cements are also pre-
sent. The limestone beds are algal mats similar to those described by 
Gebelein (1969) from a subtidal zone in Bermuda. The wavy appearance 
of the algal mats is the result of development on a rippled substrate. 
Thickness of the algal mats decreases from 3 to 5 cm near the base to 1 cm 
near the top although they thicken over ripple troughs. The mats com-
monly contain small scale ripple cross-bedding, scour and fill structures, 
and Thalassinoides. 
Scattered throughout the facies are small (0.5 to 0 .9) cm), well-
rounded clay and carbonate pebbles that are probably intraformational 
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Figure 5. Stratigraphic section of the Codell Sandstone at Section NsB, NE ¼, Sec. 8, Tl7S, 
R21W , Ness County, Kansas. 
in origin. The upper 0.3 m of the Antonino facies consists of a calcareous, 
bioturbated siltstone. 
North of the Saline River Valley in northern Ellis County, the Antonino 
facies is much thinner (averaging 0.5 m thickness) and algal mats are ab-
sent. The rocks are poorly cemented by calcite and dissaggregate easily. 
Sand lenses of ripple origin (isolated ripples), small scour and fill struc-
tures, and a few mud £lasers are present throughout the rock. 
Paleontology 
Bone fragments, fish scales, fish teeth, shark teeth, and small (1 x 2 
cm) wood fragments are common in the Antonino facies. Many of the 
teeth and bone fragments are abraded. At section ElB' one plesiosaur 
tooth and one abraded mosasaur vertebrae were found at the top of the 
facies (Zakrzewski, 1978, personal communication). In south-central 
Kansas the thicker algal mats in the upper part of the facies contain most 
of the bone material. 
In southwestern Ellis County numerous pelecypods are present. Most 
are large (average 9 cm in width) and broken by compaction, but show 
now signs of abrasion. Hattin (1962) found three fragmentary clam molds 
in a sandy shale bed in the Antonino facies in southwest Ellis County. He 
reported that the ornamentation preserved on the molds " . . . is sug-
gestive of a thick-shelled pelecypod of the kind that characterize a near-
shore marine environment." 
Thalassinoides is the most common trace fossil in the Antonino facies 
and several specimens are very well-preserved and show the 'Y' branching 
pattern and enlarged point of bifurcation characteristic of the taxon. Bur-
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rows average l cm in diameter and 25 cm in length. The traces are 
gregarious and usually occur in sheet-like masses. 
Most ichnologists attribute Thalassinoides to the work of decapods 
(Frey, 1970). The concentration of Thalassinoides in the algal mats of the 
Antonino facies in south-central Kansas suggests that the trace maker in-
habited areas of algal accumulations. Today, crabs are especially abun-
dant in marine plant growth such as algae (Glaessner, 1969). 
At section ObF in Osborne County, a single Zoophycus trace was found 
about 15 cm from the top of the Antonino facjes. The trace consists of one 
set of 'J' shaped spreiten structures approximately 5 cm long. The upper 
portion of the trace was erosionally truncated prior to deposition of the 
overlying sediments. 
In the upper 2 to 3 cm of the facies trace fossils of the Fort Hays 
Limestone extend downward into the Antonino facies. The traces are dif-
ficult to identify but are similar in appearance to those described by Frey 
(1970) at the Codell-Fort Hays contact in Trego County, Kansas. These 
traces included Thalassinoides, Arthrophycus and/ or Palaeophycus ar-
throphycoides. Frey (1970) gives the following description of these traces: 
"At the Carlile-Niobrara contact are several large dominantly 
horizontal, chalk-filled burrows which cannot be identified easily. 
They range in diameter from about 0.5 to 3 cm, most being between 
0.8 and l cm. They consist essentially of simple cylindrical shafts but 
may also be branched. The latter may be enlarged to the point of 
bifurcation, as is commonly seen in arthropod burrows. Vertical 
shafts are present in certain specimens and these burrows are pro-
bably Thalassinoides. Annulations suggestive of Arthrophycus are 
found on others, however, and are attributed tentatively to that 
genus. Where neither of these structural features are clearly seen, 
the burrows may also resemble such Palaeophycids as Paleophycus 
arthrophycoides." 
Boundaries, Distribution, and Thickness 
South of section NSC in Ness County and north of section ObG in 
Osborne County, the Antonino facies is the basal unit of the Codell (Fig. 
4). Along the Saline River Valley in northern Ellis County the Antonino 
facies is underlain by the King Hill facies. In southwest Osborne County 
the Antonino facies is underlain by the Waldo Hill facies (Fig. 4). In all 
cases the lower contact is sharp and even and is probably erosional. Local-
ly, small channels have been cut into the underlying rocks. 
Throughout Kansas the Antonino facies is sharply overlain by the Fort 
Hays Limestone (Fig. 4). At most localities the lower 3 to 4 cm of the Fort 
Hays is sandy and was probably derived from the Antonino facies during 
the transgressive cycle of the Fort Hays Limestone. 
The Antonino facies extends south to south-central Ness County and 
north to the Kansas-Nebraska border. Best exposures are found along the 
Smoky Hill River Valley in southwestern Ellis County where the rocks 
average 1.5 min thickness. In north-central Kansas the rocks average ½ 
m in thickness, while in northern Ellis County the thickness of the An-
tonino facies is quite variable and ranges from 2 to 20 cm. 
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PETROLOGY OF SANDSTONES IN THE CODELL 
The Codell Sandstone is a subarkosic wacke. The dominant detrital 
components are quartz, feldspar, and a fine grained matrix of silt and 
clay. Rock fragments, biotite, and chemical cement are present in minor 
amounts. Sandstones of the Codell are moderately well-sorted; approx-
imately 80 percent of the material is composed of fine sand. 
In thin sections the average detrital quartz and feldspar roundness, 
based upon a visual roundness (Powers, 1953) chart, is subangular. A very 
small percentage (less than one percent) of the quartz grains exhibit 
abraded overgrowths of secondary or authigenic quartz. Inclusions of 
apatite and tourmaline are common in some of the. quartz grains. Many of 
the feldspars, particularly plagioclase, are elongate and some show signs 
of alteration to clay minerals. 
Rock fragments in the Codell consist primarily of chert and volcanic 
glass. The quantity of chert increases from southwestern to northeastern 
Kansas. Less common rock fragments present in the Codell are siltstones 
and shales. Glauconite, in amounts less than one percent, is present in 
nearly all thin sections. 
The heavy minerals in the Codell Sandstone include the opaques and 
the very stable non-opaques. The opaques are magnetite and authigenic 
pyrite and limonite. The non-opaque minerals are, in order of abun-
dance: zircon (some zoned, some metamict), tourmaline, apatite, col-
lophane, rutile, topaz, amphibole, and clinopyroxene. The majority of 
the zircon grains are idiomorphic, while the apatite, rutile, tourmaline, 
and topaz grains are subhedral. All of the amphibole and clinopyroxene 
grains are very well-rounded. 
INTERPRETATION 
Provenance 
Petrographic studies suggest an eastern source area for most of the 
Codell detritus. The presence of abundant chert in the Codell in north-
central Kansas, as. opposed to southwestern Kansas, suggests that most of 
the Codell detritus was probably derived from cherty Paleozoic 
limestones, sandstones, and shales that bordered the Late Cretaceous 
seaway to the east. Other criteria that suggest a sedimentary source rock 
are quartz grains with abraded overgrowths, and siltstone and shale 
fragments. 
The presence of idiomorphic zircons and volcanic glass in the Codell in-
dicates a volcanic source for part of the Codell detritus. The volcanic 
material was transported by wind from the Cordilleran region of the 
western United States. Other supporting factors include the fact that Up-
per Cretaceous bentonite layers are thicker in the Rocky Mountain region 
than in Kansas and that the prevailing wind direction during the Late 
Cretaceous was westerly (Hattin, 1962). 
Environment of Deposition of the Codell Sandstone 
Many lines of evidence, including that based upon lithologies and se-
quences, body and trace fossils, and sedimentary structures indicate that, 
the Codell Sandstone was deposited in a near-shore marine environment. 
Both transgressive and regressive sequences are represented. 
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The King Hill and Waldo Hill facies represent the terminal, regressive 
deposits of the Greenhorn Cyclotherm in Kansas. The King Hill facies was 
deposited in a barrier-beach environment. The distribution and abun-
dance of trace fossils and the internal sequence of sedimentary structures 
in the King Hill facies indicates a progressive change from offshore, low 
mechanical energy, to nearshore, high mechanical energy in the deposi-
tional environment. The King Hill barrier-beach complex can be sub-
divided into three subfacies: 1) foreshore-upper shoreface; 2) middle 
shoreface; and 3) lower shoreface which grades seaward into offshore 
mudstones and siltstones of the Blue Hill Shale. 
The alternating sandstones and shales in the lower unit of the King Hill 
facies were deposited in the lower shoreface. The erosionally truncated 
sandstone beds were deposited by suspension clouds produced by storms 
and strong tidal currents. These "storm sand layers" thicken toward land 
(upsection) and ultimately grade upward into coastal sand of the middle 
unit. Trace fossils in the lower shoreface deposits suggest a predominance 
of deposit-feeding organisms. 
The highly-bioturbated, very fine-grained, argillaceous, sandstone of 
the middle unit of the King Hill facies was deposited in the middle 
shoreface. These sediments were deposited in relatively quiet water 
dominated by deposit-feeders such as the makers of Planolites and Chon-
drites. These sediment-ingesting organisms moved back and forth through 
the substrate, thoroughly reworking the organic-rich sediments. They 
generally left little evidence of their own morphology or identity. The 
middle shoreface deposits of the King Hill facies closely resemble 
"churned structure" reported from the shoreface deposits of the Gallup 
Sandstone (Cretaceous) in northwestern New Mexico (Campbell, 1971). 
The less bioturbated, evenly laminated sandstones of the upper unit of 
the King Hill facies were deposited in the foreshore-upper shoreface. The 
sediments were deposited in shallower, more turbulent water than the 
lower and middle shoreface deposits and primarily supported a 
suspension-feeding community. Most of the animals constructed strong, 
deep, vertical burrows to combat loose sediments that were shifted about 
frequently by strong currents in shallow water. Although individual 
traces are common, very little bioturbation was produced so that in-
organic and biogenic sedimentary structures are well-preserved. Biotur-
bation by deposit-feeders, such as the makers of Trichichnus , was 
restricted to particular layers that were rich in organic detritus. The 
paucity of a large community of deposit-feeders suggests a lack of suffi-
cient organic detritus trapped in the sediments. The coarser grain size and 
abundant current-generated sedimentary structures also indicate an en-
vironment of significantly higher energy than observed previously. 
The succession from the lower shoreface deposits of interbedded sand-
stones and shales, passing upward through bioturbated middle shoreface 
deposits, to the horizontally, laminated foreshore-upper shoreface 
deposits, forms an upward coarsening sequence in the King Hill facies. 
Thus, it appears that the energy of the King Hill environment increased 
with time, from alternating suspension and traction transport to 
predominently traction transport. The upward decrease of the degree of 
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bioturbation suggests that the environment became less amicable to large 
numbers of infaunal organisms with time, probably as a result of in-
creased environmental energy and agitation of the sediments. 
The sandstone-filled channels near the top of the foreshore-upper 
shoreface deposits may have been cut by tidal currents. The ·presence of 
escape traces and channel lag deposits indicate moderately strong currents 
and rapid sedimentation within the tidal channels. 
The lithology and spatial and temporal arrangements suggest that the 
Waldo Hill facies was deposited in a lagoonal pond environment. The fine 
grain size and lack of current generated sediment_ary structures suggests a 
lagoonal pond environment where quiet water mud deposition was 
predominate. 
Seilacher (1964) pointed out that the lack of trace fossils is a strong 
argument in favor of euxinic conditions. The dearth of trace fossils in the 
Waldo Hill facies suggests that euxinic conditions may have existed in the 
Waldo Hill environment. If present, such conditions probably resulted 
from restricted circulation and/ or abundant decay of organic material. 
The Antonino facies of the Codell Sandstone represents the initial, 
transgressive deposits of the Niobrara Cyclothem in Kansas. The sand-
stones of the Antonino facies were deposited as larg~ submarine sand 
waves. In south-central Kansas these sand accumulations apparently were 
isolated bodies, and algal mats grew in the intersandwave swale areas. In 
northern Kansas a more continuous sand blanket formed as the sand 
waves and ridges coalesced. Occasionally, currents capable of scouring 
the sediment bottom ripped up portions of the algal mats in the swale 
areas and redeposited the mats as small clasts and pebbles. As the water 
depth gradually increased due to transgression, trace fossils, particularly 
Thalassinoides, also increased and the algal mats decreased. 
The amount of erosion that took place during Antonino transgression is 
thought to have been relatively minor. The subaerial part, and an in-
significant amount of the submerged part of the King Hill barrier-beach 
complex, probably were eroded. The erosional upper contact and 
restricted geographic distribution of the Waldo Hill facies suggest that 
part of the lagoonal pond deposits of the codell Sandstone were removed 
by erosion. Only the thicker lagoonal deposits which accumulated in the 
deeper part of the lagoonal pond were preserved. 
Trace fossils in the Codell Sandstone may be referred to the Cruziana 
ichnofacies. The characteristic traces found in the Codell include 
Thalassinoides, Teichichnus and possible Arthrophycus burrows at the 
Codell-Fort Hays contact. Seilacher (1964) believed the Cruziana facies 
was characteristic of the littoral to shallow sublittoral zone above daily 
wave base. Sediments range from well-sorted silts and sands to interbed-
ded mud and sand. Crimes (1975) noted that in the shallower parts of the 
Cruziana ichnofacies waves and tidal currents are capable of eroding 
significant thickness of sediments and disturbing infauna and epifauna 
organisms. Under such energy conditions the sediments are generally low 
in organic material and suspension feeders are therefore dominant. In the 
deeper parts of the facies the amount of organic material increases 
significantly and deposit feeders become established. The distributjon of 
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trace fossils in the Codell is similar to the distribution described above in 
that deposit feeding organisms dominate the lower and middle shoreface 
deposits of the King Hill facies where environmental energy was relatively 
low, and suspension feeding organisms dominate the foreshore-upper 
shoreface deposits where environmental energy was high. 
The geometry of the Codell barrier-beach complex consists of an 
elongate sand body parallel to the strand line. Based upon the lateral ex-
tent of the King Hill facies the trend of the strand line during Codell 
deposition was northwest-southeast. In cross-section the barrier-beach 
deposits of the Codell Sandstone are lenticular and tend to be convex up-
ward. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. In Kansas the Codell Sandstone consists of three distinct lithofacies 
which have been termed from bottom to top, the King Hill facies, 
the Waldo Hill facies, and the Antonino facies. The King Hill facies 
can be further subdivided into three units which are referred to as 
the lower, middle, and upper units. 
2. The King Hill facies was deposited during progradation of a 
regressive, northwest trending barrier-island complex. The lower 
unit of the King Hill facies was deposited in the lower shoreface, the 
middle unit in the middle shoreface, and the upper unit in the upper 
shoreface-foreshore. 
3. The overall vertical succession of sedimentary structures and tex-
tures in the King Hill barrier-island complex is identical to the shoal-
ing profile developed by a prograding shore zone as interpreted from 
both modern and ancient examples. 
4. The King Hill barrier-beach complex is overlain by lagoonal pond 
deposits of the Waldo Hill facies. 
5. The sandstones of the Antonino facies were deposited in a trans-
gressive environment as large submarine sand waves. 
6. Trace fossils in the Codell Sandstone may be referred to the Cru-
ziana ichnofacies. The characteristic traces found in the Codell in-
clude Thalassinoides, Teichichnus and possible Arthrophycus bur-
rows at the Codell-Fort Hays contact. 
7. The distribution and abundance of trace fossils in the Codell Sand-
stone parallels the model proposed by Seilacher (1964) in which 
shallow, horizontal burrows of deposit feeders tend to dominate in 
quiet water deposits, and deep, vertical burrows of suspension 
feeders tend to dominate in shallow water deposits. 
8. The petrology of the Codell Sandstone is a subarkosic wacke. 
9. Most of the Codell detritus was derived from cherty Paleozoic 
limestones, sandstones, and shales that bordered the Late 
Cretaceous sea to the east. Part of the Codell detritus was also de-
rived from wind blown, volcanic ash, probably from the Cor-
dilleran region of the western United States. 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON FOSSIL MAMMALS 
FROM THE OGALLALA (MIOCENE) 
OF NORTH-CENTRAL KANSAS 
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ABSTRACT 
Fossil mammals, from the Ogallala (Miocene) of north-central Kansas, 
are reported from five local faunas; Gretna, Phillips County; Hamburg, 
Keller, and Bemis, Ellis County; and Minium Quarry, Graham County. 
The stage of evolution of the mammalian taxa suggests that the Gretna 
and Hamburg are either late Barstovian or early Clarendonian in age, the 
Keller is early Clarendonian, and the Bemis and Minium Quarry are early 
Hemphillian. 
INTRODUCTION 
Fossil vertebrates have been collected from the Ogallala Group 
(Miocene) in north-central Kansas for over 100 years. C.H. Sternberg 
opened the Long Island Quarry in Phillips County (Fig. 1) for Marsh in 
1884 (Lanham, 1973). Although other sites are known from this general 
area (Hibbard, 1942) and other parts of the state (Savage and Russell, 
1983 and Fig. 1), only one mammalian fauna from the north-central area, 
the WaKeeney (Wilson, 1968) from Trego County, (Fig. 1) has been 
reported on in any detail. Wilson (1968) described the fauna and assigned 
it to the Clarendonian land-mammal age. Subsequently, additions and 
emendations have been made to the mammalian part of the fauna by Hib-
bard and Jammo.t (1971), Storer (1973), Harrison (1981), and Rich 
(1981). 
Since 1971 field parties and individuals from Fort Hays State University 
have been collecting from the Ogallala in the north-central part of the 
state. Although numerous sites have yielded fossil vertebrates, five con-
tain a sufficient number of mammalian taxa that they warrant com-
parison with faunas previously reported from the Ogallala. The five local 
faunas (l.f.) are Gretna, Phillips County; Hamburg, Keller, and Bemis, 
Ellis County; and Minium Quarry, Graham County (Fig. 1). 
The latter four sites have been mentioned briefly in the literature in 
conjunction with studies on fossil grasses and other angiosperms 
(Thomasson, 1979a, b; Thomasson and others, 1986). Two of the sites, 
the Hamburg (Zehr, 1974) and Bemis (Tallan, 1978) l.f., have served as 
the basis for master's theses, but only a partial faunal list from the latter 
has been published (Thomasson, 1979b). Detailed descriptions of all the 
faunas are being prepared; but because of renewed interest in faunas from 
the Ogallala and ongoing studies elsewhere, it seems appropriate to make 
available a preliminary list of the mammalian taxa and briefly discuss the 
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Figure 1. Map of western Kansas showing approximate locations of local faunas of Claren-
donian (triangles) and Hemphillian (squares) age. 1. Long Island, 2. Gretna, 3. Minium 
Quarry, 4. WaKeeney, 5. Keller, 6. Hamburg, 7. Bemis, 8. Swayze Quary, 9. Saw Rock Can-
yon, 10-11. Lost and Found Quarries, 12. Rhinoceros Hill, 13. Edson Quarry. Inset map of 
Kansas shows area under condsideration by diagonal lines. 
PHYSICAL SETTING 
The Gretna l.f. is located approximately 13.6 km northeast of 
Phillipsburg (Fig. 1) at an elevation of approximately 593 m above sea 
level. The fossils occur in a fine-grained sand, approximately 12 m thick 
that rests directly on Cretaceous deposits. All of the fossils were collected 
at the surface in the basal 3-4.5 m of the unit. No fossil plants have been 
found at this site. 
The stratigraphic relationship of the Gretna l.f. to the Long Island 
Quarry has not been determined. However, present opinion (Voorhies 
and Tedford, pers. comm.) is that the Long Island is early Hemphillian in 
age. 
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The Hamburg Research Area is located approximately 10.4 km north-
east of Ellis (Fig. 1). Remains of plants and molluscs were reported from 
the area and a measured section given in Frye and others (1956). Subse-
quently, vertebrae fossils were discovered and studied (Zehr, 1974) and 
angiosperm remains were reported (Thomasson, 1979b). Vertebrate 
fossils have been collected from 15 sites over five sections of land. 
Biostratigraphic studies based on the angiosperms (Thomasson, 1979b) 
and vertebrates suggest that the area contains deposits of both Clarendon-
ian and Hemphillian age. Therefore, the Hamburg, l.f. is restricted to 
those specimens that were collected at Zehr's localities (Loe.) 1, lB, 3, 
and 8. All of these sites are located in the upper 30 cm of a light gray 
sandy silt that is overlain by a red silty clay. The main locality (1) is at an 
elevation of 661.5 m; 10 m above the Cretaceous-Ogallala contact. 
Nutlets of Cryptantha parvicarpa Thomasson were collected 9 m below 
the bone layer (Thomasson, 1979b). Many of the vertebrate specimens 
recovered were surface finds, primarily at the contact of the gray and red 
units. However, 2250 kg of matrix from Loe. 1 were wet screened (Hib-
bard, 1949). 
Although somewhat younger than the Hamburg localities, another site 
(Zehr's Loe. 2) also is considered because of the biostratigraphic implica-
tions of a primitive rhinoceros cranium that was collected there. Locality 
2 is approximately 150 m southeast of Loe. 1. The unit is a dark red well-
rounded, poorly sorted gravel that is cut into the red silty clay that 
overlies the sandy silt that contains the Hamburg l.f. 
The Keller l.f. is located approximately 13.6 km north of Ellis at an 
elevation of approximately 665 m. The fossils were taken from a fine-
grained sand that lies 12 to 15 m above the base of the Ogallala. The 
fossils were obtained by surface collecting and dry screening. 
Remains of angiosperms have been recovered from units overlying the 
bone layer in the same section and in outcrops some 105-120 m to the east 
(Thomasson, 1979a). Present evidence suggests that the Keller site 
stratigraphically overlies the Hamburg l.f. that occurs some 2.9 km to the 
southeast. The WaKeeney l.f. lies some 17.6 km to the west of the Ellis 
County sites. The physical stratigraphic relationships of these sites has not 
been determined; however, Wilson (1968) considered the WaKeeney to 
be of late Clarendonian age. Faunal analysis suggests that certainly the 
Hamburg and perhaps the Keller are older than the WaKeeney. 
The Bemis l.f. is located approximately 15.2 km west of Hays at an 
elevation of approximately 670 m. The specimens were collected from a 
quarry opened at the base of a fine- to coarse-grained sand immediately 
overlying a caliche. The site is biostratigraphically in the middle of the 
Prolithospermum fohnstoni-Nasella pohlii floral zone (Thomasson, 
1979b). 
The Minium Quarry l.f. is located about 4.8 km northwest of Morland 
at an elevation of about 735 m. The fossils are contained in a fine-grained 
sandstone that underlies a marl unit that caps a hill. The top of the bone 
layer is about 1 m below the marl. The bone layer overlies two well-
cemented caliches that are the remnants of paleosols that formed under 
semi-arid conditions (Schultz, 1977). 
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It may be of some interest that, except for the Gretna site, two caliches 
are present at each of the other sites. If it could be demonstrated that the 
caliche layers had some regional stratigraphic significance, perhaps 
relative ages for these and other sites could be established based on their 
position with respect to the caliches. As mentioned, the Minium Quarry 
site overlies the caliches; the Bemis site lies between; and both the Keller 
and Hamburg underlie the caliches. 
The Minium Quarry site is of some importance as it is one of the few 
sites in the Ogallala at which vertebrates are intermixed with 
angiosperms. Included in the flora is the first record of the bamboo family 
in North America and a genus of rice grass that is known as fossil from one 
site in Nebraska and is extant in Costa Rica (Thomasson, pers. comm.). 
FAUNAL ANALYSIS 
Perissodactyla. - Horses in the Gretna l.f. include the tridactyl browser 
Hypohippus and the tridactyl grazers Pseudhipparion, Neohipparion, 
and Callipus regulus. Calippus regulus is a small equid, and 
measurements of specimens from the Gretna l.f. fall within the range of 
C. regulus specimens in the collections of the University of Nebraska State 
Museum (UNSM) from UNSM Loe. Wt-13. This site is considered to be 
Clarendonian in age (Corner, pers, comm.). Hypohippus does not occur 
in deposits younger than Clarendonian. Pseudhipparion and Hipparion 
or C ormohipparion occur in the Keller 1. f. , and Astrophippus occurs in 
the Hamburg l.f. The WaKeeney l.f. lacks Hypohippus and Calippus but 
contains the other five genera (Wilson, 1968). All of the above equid taxa 
are found in some combination in Clarendonian faunas from Nebraska 
(Voorhies, 1969; Webb, 1969; Breyer, 1981) and the Panhandle of Texas 
(Schultz, 1977). 
One of the major differences between these sites is the presence of an 
additional browser, Megahippus, that occurs in the faunas from northern 
Nebraska. Because Megahippus is present in both early (Burge) and late 
(Minnechaduza) Clarendonian faunas (Webb, 1969), its absence to the 
south might reflect an ecological difference between the two areas. No 
browsing horses are known in either the WaKeeney or the Kepler Quarry 
l.f. from southwestern Nebraska (Breyer, 1981). Both of these faunas are 
considered late Clarendonian in age. The lack of browsers at these two 
sites may reflect a reduction in browsing habitat on the central plains 
(Webb, 1983). Although Tedford (pers. comm.) now considers the Burge 
to be late Barstovian and the Minnechaduza early Clarendonian, the 
basic premise of reduction in browsing habitat is not altered significantly. 
Neohipparian eurystyle is present at both the Bemis and Minium 
Quarry sites. This taxon is characteristic for the Hemphillian land-
mammal age (MacFadden, 1984). N. eurystyle is found in many Hem-
phillian faunas of the Plains region, including Swayze Quarry in south-
central Kansas, Edson Quarry and Rhinoceros Hill in western Kansas 
(Fig. 1), and the Cambridge l.f. (UNSM Loe. Ft.40) in south-central 
Nebraska. 
Another tridactyl taxon present in the Minium Quarry is a large species 
of Calippus similar to that found in the Cambridge l.f. in the collection of 
the UNSM. Apparently, this same taxon is present in the Oskosh l.f. of 
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southwestern Nebraska and the Box T l.f. from the Panhandle of Texas 
(Breyer, 1981). Calippus did not survive the mid-Hemphillian extinction 
event (Breyer, 1981). 
Protohippus is a large monodactyl equid that is found in the Minium 
Quarry l.f., whereas Dinohippus is the large monodactyl hors~ that is pre-
sent in the Bemis l.f. Astrohippus, a small monodactyl horse, also is found 
in the latter. All three of these genera are found in many other Hem-
phillian faunas of the Plains. 
A large species of the rhinoceros genus, Peraceras, is found in the Gret-
na l.f. This taxon is similar in size to a specimen from UNSM Loe. Bn-13 
of southwestern Nebraska, which is considered to be Barstovian in age 
(Corner, pers. comm.) . 
A small species of Peraceras, or a primitive species of Aphelops, was 
recovered from Zehr's Loe. 2. This site is stratigraphically younger than 
the Hamburg l.f. These rhino specimens suggest a pre-Hemphillian age 
for the Gretna and Hamburg, which is compatible with the age based on 
the stage of evolution of the horses. 
Teleoceras is the rhino present in both the Bemis and Minium Quarry 
l.f., and Aphelops may be present at the latter site as well. 
A tapir near the size of Tapirus johnsoni from the Cambridge l.f. is pre-
sent in the Gretna l.f. This specimen is a record for the Miocene of Kan-
sas. A list of the perissodactyls found in the five faunas under considera-
tion is given in Table 1. 
Artiodactyla. - Artiodactyls in the Gretna l.f. include the oreodon, 
Ustatochoerus, the camels Aepycamelus and Protolabis, and the cervids, 
Cranioceras and Longirostromeryx. The latter taxon apparently is known 
only from deposits of the Clarendonian land-mammal age and, with the 
exception of Aepycamelus, the other taxa are not known unequivocally 
from deposits younger than Clarendonian. Ustatochoerus and 
Cranioceras also are known from the Keller l.f. 
The oreodon from the Gretna l.f. is smaller than the one from the 
Keller l.f. and the one from the Burge l.f. in the collections of the UNSM 
from the late Barstovian or early Clarendonian of north-central 
Nebraska. Species of Ustatochoerus increase in size through the Miocene 
(Schultz and Falkenbach, 1968). This fact suggests that the Gretna l.f. is 
older than the Keller l.f. The Gretna also may be older than the Burge 
l.f., but as these two sites are separated by about 350 km, the possibility of 
a geographic size dine can not be discounted. 
The large camel, Megatylopus, is known from the Bemis l.f. 
Megatylopus, Hemiauchenia, and a medium-sized camel, Procamelous or 
Alforjas, are known from the Minium Quarry l.f. The co-occurrence of 
Megatylopus, Hemiauchenia, and Alforjas would restrict the Minium 
Quarry to the Hemphillian land-mammal age. These three taxa are found 
in the Coffee Ranch l.f. (type Hemphillian) from the Panhandle of Texas, 
the Edson Quarry and Rhinoceros Hill l.f. from western Kansas, and the 
Cambridge l.f. of south-central Nebraska. In fact, the Minium Quarry 
specimens compare favorably to those from the Cambridge in the collec-
tions of the UNSM. 
The medium-sized camel from the Minium Quarry is known only from 
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post-cranial material. Measurements taken of the limb bones do not pro-
vide unequivocal data for separating Aljor;as from Procamelus (La Garry, 
pers. comm.). If additional material demonstrates that the specimens 
should be assigned to Aljor;as, material on hand, including a partial 
associated forelimb, represent individuals larger than any Aljor;as 
previously reported (Harrison, 1979). A list of artiodactyls is given in 
Table 2. 
Carnivora. - The majority of carnivore taxa appear to be "unique" to 
the particular local fauna and only in one local fauna, Minium Quarry, 
are the taxa diagnostic for a land-mammal age. In the Minium Quarry the 
co-occurrence of the boraphagine dog, Osteoborus, and the filed, 
Nimravides cf. N. catocopis are diagnostic for the early Hemphillian 
(Tedford, pers. comm.). A fox-sized canid is also present in the Minium 
Quarry. 
In the Bemis l.f., Epicyon validus is represented by an astragalus that is 
similar to those of the same taxon from the Swayze Quarry l.f. in the col-
lections of the American Museum of Natural History (Tallan, 1978). 
Similarly, the dentaries of the badger-like mustelid, Leptarctus, are the 
same size as those from the Swayze Quarry. However, the size of the den-
taries is significantly larger than other known Leptarctus and they pro-
bably represent a new species (Tallan, 1978). A similar form is present in 
the Long Island (Tedford, pers. comm.). Neither E. validus or Leptarctus 
survived the mid-Hemphillian extinction event. 
The canid, Tomarctus, is present in the Gretna and Keller 1.£. , and a 
smaller canid, Leptocyon, is present in the Keller and Hamburg l.f. A 
small felid is known from the Hamburg, Nimravides is found in the 
Keller, and a small mustelid is present in the Gretna. A list of the car-
nivores is given in Table 3. 
Insectivores and rodents. - The erinaceid, Untermannerix, and a 
talpid, Domninoides, are present in both the Gretna and WaKeeney l.f. 
Neither of these taxa are known from post-Clarendonian deposits. The 
Domninoides specimens from the Gretna l.f. are smaller than those from 
the WaKeeney. 
Talpid post-cranial material is known from the Bemis and Minium 
Quarry l.f. The characteristics of the specimens are essentially modern in 
aspect and, therefore, they have been assigned to Scalopus . The 
specimens are larger than those from the Coffee Ranch and smaller than 
those from the Santee l.f. of late Hemphillian age from northeastern 
Nebraska. 
The castorids Eucastor and Hystricops are present in the Gretna l.f. 
Both of these taxa first occur in deposits of Barstovian age. Hystricops is 
present in the Hamburg l.f. as well. These specimens represent the first 
report of Hystricops from the Miocene of Kansas. 
Eucastor is present in the Keller and WaKeeney l.f., as well. However, 
the specimens of Eucastor from these two local faunas are significantly 
larger than those from the Gretna 1. f. 
A primitive species of Copemys, in which the alteration of the major 
cusps is just beginning, is known from the Gretna and Hamburg l.f. The 
specimens seem most similar to C. niobrariensis (Hoffmeister) from the 
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Barstovian of northern Nebraska rather than any of the cricetids de-
scribed from the WaKeeney l.f. A complete list of insectivores and rodents 
is found in Table 4. 
SUMMARY 
The Gretna, Hamburg, and Keller l.f. are certainly Clarendonian in 
age based on the occurrence of the equid genus Hypohippus in all three 
local faunas. The browsing horse, Hypohippus, is not known beyond the 
Clarendonian. Other taxas that support this age assignment are the 
oreodon, Ustatochoerus, the cervid, Cranioceras, and the castorid, 
Eucastor in the Gretna and Keller; the castorid, Hystricops, a primitive 
species of the cricetid, Copemys, and the rhinoceros, Peraceras in the 
Gretna and Hamburg; and the erinaceid, Untermannerix, the talpid, 
Domninoides, the camelid, Protolabis, and the cervid, Longirostromeryx 
in the Gretna. 
The stage of evolution of the rhino, oreodon, cricetid, and castorids 
suggest that the Gretna and Hamburg are at least early Clarendonian in 
age and older than the Keller and WaKeeney l.f. The larger rhino and 
smaller oreodon in the Gretna suggest that it may be older than the Burge 
l.f. of northern Nebraska. Zehr (1974) considered the Hamburg to be a 
Burge equivalent. If Tedford's assignment of the Burge to the late Bar-
stovian is accepted then the Gretna and Hamburg are late Barstovian as 
well. The Gretna and/or Hamburg may prove to be of late Barstovian age 
independently of their Burge affinities. The Keller is probably early 
Clarendonian in age and older than the WaKeeney because of the 
presence of the oreodon and browsing horse in the former. More detailed 
work is necessary to determine if these relationships are correct. 
The presence of the equid, Neohipparion eurystyle, in the Bemis and 
Minium Quarry l.f. restricts these sites to the Hemphillian land-mammal 
age. The presence of the mustelid, Leptarctus, and canid, Epicyon 
validus, in the Bemis and a large species of the horse, Calippus, in the 
Minium Quarry further restricts these sites to the early Hemphillian. Both 
local faunas apparently are older than the Edson Quarry and Rhinoceros 
Hill l.f. from extreme western Kansas. The Minium Quarry appears to be 
most similar to the Cambridge l.f. of south-central Nebraska on the basis 
of the horses and camels. The Bemis appears to be close to the Swayze 
Quarry l.f. of south-central Kansas and the Long Island on the basis of the 
carnivores. As with the Clarendonian sites, more detailed work is 
necessary to determine if these relationships are correct. 
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Table 1. - Perissodactyla I 2 3 4 5 
Hypohippus sp. X X X 
Pseudhipparion sp. X X X 
Neohipparion sp. X X X 
N. eurystyle X X 
Hipparion/Cormohipparion sp. X 
Calippus sp. (large) X 
C. regulus X X 
Astrohippus sp. X X 
Protohippus sp. X 
Pliohippus sp. X X 
Dinohippus sp. X 
Peraceras sp. X ? 
Aphelops sp. ? ? X 
T eleoceras sp. ? X X 
Tapirus sp. X 
The column headings indicate: 1, Gretna l.f.; 2, Hamburg l.f.; 3, 
Keller l.f.; 4. Bemis l.f.; 5, Minium Quarry l.f.; x indicates presence of 
taxon, ? indicates unsure as to which of the two taxa is present. 
Table 2. - Artiodactyla I 2 3 4 5 
Prosthennops sp. X X X X X 
Ustatochoerus sp. X X 
Camelid (large) X 
Aepycamelus sp. X 
Megatylopus sp. X X 
Camelid (small) X 
Aljorjas sp. ? 
Procamelus sp. ? 
Protolabis sp. X 
H emiauchenia sp. X 
Cranioceras sp. X X 
Longirostromeryx sp. X 
Cervid (small) X X 
The column headings indicate: 1, Gretna l.f.; 2, Hamburg l.f.; 3, 
Keller l.f.; 4. Bemis l.f.; 5, Minium Quarry l.f.; x indicates presence of 
taxon, ? indicates unsure as to which of the two taxa is present. 
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Table 3. - Camivora I 2 3 4 5 
Epicyon validus X 
Leptocyon sp. X X 
Osteoborus sp. X 
Tomarctus sp. X X 
Vulpes sp. X 
Mustelid X X 
Leptarctus sp. X 
Nimravides sp. X X 
The column headings indicate: 1, Gretna l.f.; 2, Hamburg l.f.; 3, 
Keller l.f.; 4. Bemis l.f.; 5, Minium Quarry l.f.; x indicates presence of 
taxon. 
Table 4. - Insectivora and Rodentia I 2 3 4 5 
Untermannerix sp. X 
Domninoides sp. X 
Scalopus sp. X X 
Mylagaulid X 
Tamias sp. X 
Spermophilus sp. X X 
Eucastor sp. X X 
Hystricops sp. X X 
Copemys sp. X X 
The column headings indicate: 1, Gretna l.f.; 2, Hamburg l.f.; 3, 
Keller l.f.; 4. Bemis l.f.; 5, Minium Quarry l.f.; x indicates presence of 
taxon. 
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